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THE HEAT OF SOLUTION OF CALCIUM IODIDE 
AND THE NATURE OF DILUTE SOLUTIONS OF 
CALCIUM IN LIQWID ~IONIA A~ ~330 
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
Liquid ammonia solutions of the alkaline earth metals 
resemble in many res~ects the solutions of the alkali metals in 
the same medium. All of these solutions dis~lay a bronze metal-
lic luster at high concentrations and a dee~ blue color in the 
dilute region. The solutions are good reducing agents and in the 
concentrated regions show a metallic-like conductance which 
changes to a ty~ical electrolytic conductence on dilution. From 
the kindred nature of the two types of metals and the similarit 
of their liquid ammonia solutions one can expect a common.mech-
anism for the solution process. 
For the widely studied alkali metals the most satisfactor~ 
mechanism ~ostulates ionization of the metal and the solvation 
of the electrons. Kra~1 studied the conductivity of alkali 
metal solutions and found an unusually high mobility for the 
negative ion. To account for this he postulated the following 
equilibria; 
t-
M J M(am} + e-(t:§:lee) 
e-(free) ~ e-(am) 
1. KTaus,C.A., J.Am.Chem.Soc., 30, 1323(1908) 
2 
The solvated electron is also used to explain the, nearly iden-. 
tical absor~tion spectra of dilute solutions of lithium,sodium 
and ~otassium2. Thermochemical studies by. Coulter and Maybury'3,4 
show that dilute solutions of Li,Na,K, and Cs react with the 
ammonium ien to yield, within experimental error, a common heat 
effect. The heat effect,.::m3 , for a reaction colDJ.!lon to all the 
metal solutions if the solvated electron is assumed, 'tss deter-
mined indirectly from two experimentally measured heat effects, 
AH2 ; 
M(s)--? M(am) + e(am), .6Hl 
+ + ~ M(s) + NR4{am)-? M(.Am) + NH3(1) + 2-H~H~) 
Studies5' 6 of the concentration dependence of ~aramagnetism of 
alkali metal solutions resulted in a modification of the ollig-
inal Kraus theory. The modified theory6t 7 :pos:tulates; eom:plete 
ionization of the metal and an equilibrium between :paired add 
unpaired el,eetrons!: 
e-/ t e- ::::= fe- + e-* 
. 5 
.An equivalent suggestion made by Huster a to accoUn.t for the 
concentration dependence of the :paramagnetism of these selutionf 
2. Gibson and Argo, J. Am. Ohem. Soc., 30, 1197(1908) 
3. Coulter and Maybury,lbid, 71, 3394(1949) 
4. Maybury,Master's Thes.is, Boston University, Boston,l948 
5. (a) Hus:ter, Ann. Physik, 33, 477 (1938) 
(b) Freed and Thode, Nature, 134, 774(1934) 
6. Freed and Sugarman J. Chem. Physics, 11,354(L943) 
7. Ogg, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 68, 155{1946) 
iHvolved ~aired electrons in a diatomic molecule , 
M2~2M++te-
For the ease of alkaline earth metals in liquid ammonia 
one can likewise ~ostulate the solvated electron which can be 
introduced by two different .mechanisms; 
(1) M q iM;++ e-
or (2) 
3 
Studies of the ~ro~erties; of alkaline earth metal solutions have 
indicated that calcium :forms a solution Which differs :from the 
alkali metal solutions and from the solutions of other alkaline 
earth metals. The absor~tion s~eetraM of a dilute solution of 
calcium did not show the linear relationshi~ between wavelength 
( ~ ) and the logarithm o:f the extinction coefficient (> ) which 
had been observed :for the alkali metals and magnesium solutions. 
Measurement on a single solution of ealeium showed a changing 
slope .of the). vs:. leg 3: curve in the longer wavelength region. 
Gibson and Argo suggest that the deviation may ~ossible be due 
to im~urities (calcium used was, 97. 7'fo 6~:~_) since small amounts of1 
impurities were· found to have ~renounced effects, on the absor-
:ptien s,~eetrum of sodium in methylamine. 
Measurements of molal magnetic suece:ptibility6,;(m,of 
aolutions of calcium and barium indicated a ~os;s:ible differenee 
in the nature of the two solutions. At -330 0. barium of nor-
mality 0.00206 had a Xrn equal to 2280Xlo-6 emu; calcium of 
norm.ali ty 0.00489 shows a Xm 0:f 1140)(10-6 emu. Freed and Sugarman! 
indicate that this difference may be due to the size of the two 
4 
ions since measurements of sodium and ~otass.ium solutions had 
fjhown that the smaller ionshas a lower magnetic s.usceptibili ty. 
II To account for thes.e observations Yost ana. RussellS have sugges-~ed the one electron ionization of calcium in contrast to the 
normal two electron ionization of barium; 
J.. ++ Ga ~ ~ca2 +e-
Ba ~ :Bar+-+2e-
The ~ossible Ga-7' a,I +e- ionization would not be a s:a:bis:faatory 
alternative in exp~lil.ining the lower susceptibility since it 
would contain two unpaired electrons on the right and should 
show a barium like value of X M. The above suggestion is simila~ 
to that made by Ruster5a to explain the concentratio: .... de:pendencd 
of paramagnetism of alkali metal solutions. 
Evidence for the :pos:.sible one electron ionization of 
calcium may be inferred from the density measurements made bU: 
Goulter9 • At -33.0 c. a saturated solution of calcium ( 7 moles 
oltr. NH3 per mole of Ca) shows a volume expans:ion of 44 ec. per 
gram atom of calcium. A concentrated solution of sodium was 
found to have a volume expansion of 43 cc. per gram atom. Th~~­
ionic radii determined from crystal studies. f®r Ca and Na are 
nearly equal, 0.95 1. and 0.99 1 res::pectivelly • .As.suming that 
the maJor factor in the volume expansion is the solvated electro~ 
the dens;i ty measurements would indicate a single electron ion-
isation for calcium in very concentrated solutions. 
8. Yos:t and Russell, Systematic Inorganic Chem.i~tr~ 
:Prentice Rall, N.Y. (1944) 
q• QQULt~~_]lQXjiliweat Science, 1942 
A thermochemical study of' the com:posi tion of' the calcium 
s elution was made by WolskylO. This study involved a comparison 
e:f' the heat effect :for the reaction between ammonium ion and J 
the electron determined from alkali metals and the heat ef'fec 
for a like ·reaction determined for calcium. Wolsky measured a 
heat of solution o:f ealeium of t22 .4± 0.5 kcal. :per gram atom 
and a heat of reaction of calcium with the ammonium ion of 
fl06.5 keal. :per gram atom. These values give a heat effect for 
the electron-ammonium ion reaction (reaction associated with 
AH3 on :page 2) o:f + 84.1 keal. :per gram atom of calcium. Since 
this is in fair agreement with twice the value from alkali meta~ 
studies it was concluded that in dilute solutions calcium 
i t C ++ ex s ed as a • 
A heat of solution of calcium of +10 k~al. :per gram atom 
had been reported by Schmidt et al11 • Wolsky suggested that this 
discre:pency in the heat of s:olution of' cal.cium is :probably due 
to the im:puri ty of the calcium us.ed by Schmidt. Rowever, since 
the low value of this heat of' solution may be interpreted as 
evidence :for the existance of calcium in some S'tate other than 
C·~ a , an extens.ion of the.·thermochemical study of the solution 
mechanism was deeme:d to be of' value. 
Reactinns other than that between the ammonium ion and 
the electron may also be used to determine the relative state 
of calcium in ammonia solutions;. A sui-table reaction would be 
the following, 
10. Wolsky,S.P.,Master's Thesas, Boston University,l949 
11. Schmidt et al.t J • .Am. Chem. Soc-. 60, 2780 (1938) 
6 
x-,g) - ~ v- -
- € (g) / A(am)= ecam) (1) 
which represents the difference in the solvation energy of 
~ a negative ion, of some metal salt, and the electron • This 
reaction eannot be studied directly but its heat effect may be 
determined from the following scheme: 
r --r 
M(g) +X( g)~ M(am)+ XTam) 
+ . ~ . . 
M( GO+ e-(g)~ M(am) + e(am) 
X\g)- e'(g) -~ X'[am) ... e(am) 
.t1 HM.X had L1 HM are obtained in the 
MX(s) -7 M(am) +X(Am) 
M(s)+X(s)--7- MX(s) 
MCg) + e(g) ---7" M(s) 
X( g)·~ x{~)-+- e(g) 
M~s) ~ M{am) + 6 Ca:m) 
+ 
M(g) + e(g) -7 M(s) 
+ + 





















In the above method 4Hs is the heat of solution of a salt or 
metal in liquid ammonia, .4Hf is the heat of formation of the 
salt from the elements in their standaed states , L\Hi is lfue 
negative of the heat of ionization and the heat of vaporizaticlf 
of the metal, and 4. Ha "is the negative of the electron affini tYi 
and the heat of vaporization of the nonmetal. 
7 
The heats of soution of alkali halides, iodides and bromi s, 
and the alkali metals have been quite extensively studied • 
.Averages ~f 4Hn-M's calculated for these S;ubatances should 
:provide the most reliable standard value for the difference in 
the solvation energies ~f a halide ion and an electron. Compa-
rison of these standard values with the values for the corres-
:ponding relation obtained for calcium can be used in determin 
the relative state of calcium in dilute liquid ammonia solution • 
By assuming that the calcium ion in a solution of its halide 
is doubly charged the discre:pency in the heat of solution of 
calcium mentioned pre:viously may be evaluated. 
' 
Heats of solution of Cai2 and C~r2 in liquid ammonia, 




The calorimeter and :procedure used.. in this research for 
the heat of solution measurements were the same as; describell. by 
Wolsky10. The various aspects of calibration of the calorimeter 
have been adequately described by :previous workers in this 
laboratory4 ,10 and will net be discussed here. Modification 
necessary for measurement of heat of :precipitation will be 
described in the latter :part of this: section. 
Calcium Iodide Pre]aration 
Calcium iodiEle cryatallizes. from an aqueous solution in the 
form of a hexahydrate which is stable at room temperature. If 
one attempts to dehydrate the salt by a gradual increase in 
temperature in an atmosphere. of nitrogen a :partly decomposed 
bas·ic :product results. Previous: successful methods of :preparing 
anhydrous calcium iodide utilized a protective atmosphere of RI 
to retard the reaction between the halide and the water of crys-
tallization. Baxter and Brink12 describea_ a method in which the 
HI was generated by the deeom:posi tion of ammonium iodide which 
had.. been mixed with the hydrated calcmum iodide :prior to the 
heat treatment. To ins;ure complete dehydration the temperature 
was raiea to the fusion :point of calci~un iodiEle, 5750 C Richar 
broml.. de, wh· ie·h i·~ s·imilal, . andRonigsnhmidtl3 in :preparing calci~ ~ 
12. Baxterand Brink, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 30, 47(1908) 
13. Richard and Ronigschmidttibid.,32,1577 (1910) 
9 
to the iodide, made )?reliminary !iartial dehydrations in a vacuum 
desieatlbr at room tem:perature. This was followed by the usual 
e high tem:perature treatment in a :protective atmos.::phere of R:Br. 
The obvious eom:plexity df the :pre:paration of this sim:ple 
. ' 
com:pound by these :prodedurea led to the trial of a suggestion 
of l',. v. CC:mlter that the ammoniate of calcium iodide might be a 
more eonvenient starting material than the hydrate. Ruttig1 4· 
who studied the equilibrium :press;ure of the calcium halides 
a.mmoniates observed the following :pro:perties fcor the iodide: 
TABLE I 
Tem:perature a:t which various 
ammoniates have a equilibrium 




Car 2 ~4NH3 







This indicates that the· dearomoniation :proeess has several 
advantages over a dehydration :procedure since ammonia should be 
com:pletely removed without going to the fusion tem:pera,ture .. by a 
high vacuum method. The need of a :protective atmosphere of HI 
e could then be eliminated since a decom:position of the ammoniate 
to EI and Ca(NB:2) 2 seems less likely at low tem:peratures than 
the analogous dElcom:posi tion of the hydrate during its heat· 
treatmP.nt. 
10 
The ammoniate was J?re:pared by first mixing a liquid. ammon a 
solution of Baker's C.P. Ca:N03 ·4R20 ( 40 g. in 200 ml. of NH3 ) 
\With a solution of Baker's C.:P. NH4I ( 60 g. in 2:00 ml. of :mr3 ) 
in a sto:p:pered unsil vered dewar. 'The sol vent was allowed to 
evt;:porate to 100 ml. after which the su:pernatant liquid was re-
moved. The preei:pi tate was: mostly calei1J.m iodide; s:ince the 
solubilities in liquid ammonia of the :possible com:ponents are 
shown in Table II. 
. T.A.BLE II 
Solubility in Liquid Ammonia· 
Salt Tem:perature Solubility 
o a. g./100 mA.solution 
NR4I -35 71.315 
NH4N03 -35 77~215 
Ca(N03 ) 2 0 45.116 
Cai2 0 3.916 
The, initial crystallization was, :folltbwed by :five fractional 
crystallization? .The su:permatant liquid of the last mixture 
gave a negative tes:t :fer N03 (brown ring test). Since the 
initial :precipitate contained a large amount of water of crys-
tallization frem the calcium nitrate, the :first three fractional 
crystallizations were made using commercial anhydrous ammonia 
condensed. directly from the tank by :passing the gas through. a 
gle.ss coil cooled with a mixture ae.: acetone and drp: ice • .Ammonia 
dryed. in a cylinder charged. with sodium metal was: us:ed for the 
14. Ruttig,.Zeit. An.og. u • .A.lleg. Chem., l23, 31(1923) 
15. Scherer, 'J. JJil. Chem. Soc., 53, 614(1931) 














last three crystallizations. 
The :final recrystallization was followed. by a transfe:rr 
of the ~ure ammoniate from the de~a~ to a deammoniation mani-
fold. The manifold, shown in Figure I, was made of two glass 
tubes, A and E,(each 17 mm. in diameter, 12 in. long) joined 
by a ground glass joint (~ 19/38) which faciiitated the intro-
duction of material .• Tube .A, one end of whieh we.s sealed, oon-
tained the ammoniate during the treatment. One end of B Whieh 
was connected to the vacuum line was ~rovided with a sto~cock, 
thereby making ~ossible the. removal cit the manifold from the 
line without eXl)osing the sam:ple to the atmos:phere. Radially 
distributed along B was a series af male ground glass joints 
(~ 7/25) which ~rovided a means of attaching weighed sam~le 
bulbs. 
Following the introduction of the ammoniate,;~ the mani-
fold was attached to the vacuum line. Tube A was surrounded 
by an iren ~i~e which te~ded to distribute the heat,~rovided 
by a Genco Hotcone Heater,,,mere e..!enly over the sam:ple. The 
sam~le was :pumped on at room tem:perature :for a day. This was 
followed by a eradual increase in temperature, over a ~eriod oj 
a few day~,, to a maximum o:f about 190° C. The; :progress of the 
deammoniation was cheeked with a McLeod guage. The :process was 
considered to be com:pletet~ when a vaeuum of about 10-5 mm. of 
e Rg at 190° C. was achieved. Raising the temperature obove 200° 
led to a decom:posi ti6n whleh was indicated by a brown film whiclh 
covered the manifold and a light yellow or brown ~roduet. Afte ·· 
12 
the sample had cooled the manifold stopcock was turned to an of 
:position and the manifold removed ·f'r0lm the line. Tbre sample 
bulbs· were them suceessi vely filled and sealed. They were then 
removed from the: manifold cleaned and weighed. 
A good :portion of the sam:pihe was in. a finely divided form 
which had a tendency to stick to glass. In sealing, the neck of 
the sample bulbs were gently flamed and the :particleS. which stuek 
. · II 
were removed by tapping. In general the point where the ~eal was 
made was quite clean but there were instances when particles. 
resisted removal. Such :particles were probably decomposed under 
the high temperature neeess:ary for sealing which would introduce 
a non-uniformity in the quality of samples from the same batch 
of deammoniated Caiz. 
A sample of Cai 2 dissolved in water, vras diluted to 500 
or 1000 ml. from which al[quots. were, taken for analysis. The 
calcium was datermined by precipitation as an oxalate which 
w·as titrated with standard KMn04 solution. The iodide was, det-
ermined by precipitation with an excess: of .A.g soluti<:>n and h-ack 
titrated w:i th standard KS.CN solution using ferric alum as: an 
indicatmn. A summary of such analyses is :presented in Table ~II~ 
Some samples were recovered after the ealorimetrie exper-11 
iment and thes:e w·ere also analyzed in the above ma.nnner. Usualllf 
the total of s;ample recovered Was less than the original since 
the ratio of equivalents of calchllll to equivalents of iodide 
indicated that the sample should be as :pure as the sample from 
same batch of the ammoniate which had not been us;ed in the 
e 
the ca]...orimetric experiment. 
TABLE III 
Summary of .A.nalys es: of Cai2 Samples 








Weight of Ca of I egv.Ca of Ca,I 
(g.) (g.) (g.) eqv.I 
1.9035 0.2619 1.6324 1.005 .99.4 
0.7817 0.1046 0.6605 1.003 
1.'7669 0.2379 1.5002 1.005 
1.3648 0.1846 1.1638 1.004 
0.9980 0.1340 0.8511 1.003 
1.3614 0.1872 ·1.1501 1.025 
* 
Samples recovered after run. 
0 
.;1Uight yell0W color of the sample indicated 
appreciable decomposition which oeeured when 
the neck of s;am.:ple bulb blew in during the 
seaLing :process and ex:pos:ea... the sample to 
the atmoa:phere. It is included here for 








Using the ratio as a basis of :purity the sam:ples used in 
runs were 99.5±0.5 <fo Cai2• The: chief in:purity indicated, by the 
basicity of the sample solution was either Ca(};,resulting :from 
a deeom]?osition w:lth the water :possibl) remaining in the a.mmo-
niate,or Ca(NH2 ) 2 resulting from a decomposition with NR3 • The 
~ :possible reactions are; 
Cai2 +RzO ~ GaO-+- 2RI 












~+-f--1----t---'-'----C a fz 
S·oLUTION 
t 
ARRANGEM·ENT IN LowER. PART OF 
DE:.WAR FOR CaB,~ ·PRECIPITATION 
PIGUR£·1! 
The probility that ammonia which had not been removed in the 
deammoniation may be iilie impuj,i tyJ can be discounted on the 
14 
e grounds that it would not affect the ration0f calcium to iodine 
which is shown by analys·is te a~.ways be gr-eater than unity in-
dieating some decomposition or the sam:ple • .Also the basicity of' 
one equivalent of base per 100 moles of Gai2, which had been 
found for some samples~,. means that a.mmonia as an impurity WDuld 
not make up for the difference in the weight of the sample and 
the weight of Ga and I found by analysis. 
The calcium iodide was introduced into the liquid ammonia 
during a run by breaking the sample bulb which had been attache<· 
to~ rod entering into the solvent through an opening in the 




Heat of Precipitation of GaBr2•8NH~ 
Calcium bromide is :practically insoluble in liquid ammonia 
at -33° c. (0.009 g./100 ml. of ~m3 ). Normal me~hGds of deter-
mining the heat of solution are therefore not feasible due to 
the very small heat effect involved in the solution of s;o small 
an amount of s:alt. Consequently the heat off precipitation of the 
reaction, t-t - 8 Ca(am) +- 2Br(am)-t- 8NH3(l) ~ Ca:Br2 • · NH3 (s) , was 
selected for study. Figure II illustrates the arrangement, in 
the lower part o:f. the reaction dewar, used in making such a 
precipitation. Tube A. (10 mm. in diameter, 7.5 em. long) having 
a fragile bottom· and containing an exc~:ss of NH4Er was attached 
to the sample rod which had several openings abo1f.e the liquid 
15 
le-vel in the dewar. A.s an aid in dissolving the bromide and :form-
ing a homo~J:l.@'~i§l.S solution Tube .A had a constriction which ke:pt 
the solid frpm falling to the bottom. An accurately w-eighed am-
- ount of calcium iodide Which had been :put in the dewar was dis-
s.olved when ammonia was distilled into the calorimeter. The 
calcium iodide solution, which was at a very law temperatUre 
when first formed, on warming acquired a temperature gradient; 
the top layer increased in te·mperature more rapidly than the 
lig_uid below it. This resulted in a slow dis·tillation of ammoni~ 
from the dewar through the sample rod openings into the NH4:Br 
solution tube. 
The .mixing of the two solutions brought about by breaking 
I 
the bottom of,tube A :precipitated the calcium bromide in the 
form of an anl.JD-Oniate (CaBr2•8NH3). Combining the heat effect of 
this reaction with other thermochemical data the heat o:f solutio~ 
of calcium bromi.-a:e ,p·anJ..Ii.:e determined. 
Trial Experiment 
Te eheek the a];lparatus. and the procedure us:ed in this 
r:e§·ea±ehna heat of solution of W!llllonium bromide was determined 
and @om:parea with the valu.es sbtained by :previous workers in th s 
laboratory. Using a sample of nearly the same weight Which gave 
a final s0lutioh of nearly the same concentration,a value d:f 
9.~5 kcal./mole of NH4Br at a dilution of 162 moles NH3/mole of 
N.H4Br was obtained. This compares we.l~~·~ith the 9.37 kcal./ 




PRESENTATION OF DATA 
Determining the heat of s;olution or :preci:pi tat ion by ih__ e 
method used in this stu~ requires the evaluation of the heat 
involved int lihe tem:perature rise of the calorimeter and of the 
heat of va:porization of ammonia.l This evaluation necessitates 
knowing the magnitude ~ tem~erature·change, heat ea:pacity of 
the system, amount of gas va:porized, etc. The required data 
for such an evaluation~~ priefly described below.and 
A~ Weigqt of Sample 
The weight of the sample was the difference in the weight 
of the filled bulb and the bulb empthy .A.:'lliloyancy correction 
was made using the following equation; 
W~. in vacuo !! wt~ observed+ Vol. of BulbXO.OOll8 g. 
B. Weignt of Ammonia Introduced into Calorimeter 
The weight of ammonia,introduced was the difference in 
the weight of the cylinder contain-tug the ammonia .:prior to and 
after the distillation. 
c. Pressure of Ammonia Collected Before and After Reactio~ 
Since a. vacuum manometer was used to meas;ure the :pressure 
of the gas collected the difference in the height of mercury in 
the two ar.ms is the :pressure of the ammonia. 
D. Liquid Level Readings 
At the end of a run the hei#}:l.t of tlae liquid level and a 
reference mark were read with a cathetometer. The reference mar 
was 176. 7· mm. above the bottom of the calorimeter therefore; the 
.e 
17 
D. Liquid Level Readinga (continued) 
E. J!lMF Measurements 
i·' 
The ~otentiometer and galvanometer scale readings of the 
. . 
thermocou~le ~otential were taken at one minute intervals during 
the run. Notes: on the line ~ressure, ti{ite of breaking the bulb, 
and other observations are included under this i te.m • 





Weight of Sam~le 
w~. of Sam~le and Bulb 
Wt. of Bulb 
W:b. of Sam~le (uncorr.) 
Correcti~n vol. 3.6 cc. 
Sam~le weight eorr. 
Weight of mr3 Introduced 
Wt •. of NHp and Cylihder 
Wt. of Cy.Linder 









c. Pressure of Ammonia Collected 







D. Liquid Level 
Reference Mark 764.25 mm. 
JJi quid Level 726.80 mm. 
e E. EMF Measurements 
Time Potentiometer Galvanometer Notes 
{min.) Cmicr0vol ts) (scale di v.) 
80 1209 37.3 Rest· Point 37.7 
81 37.7 
82 38.2 Batteries Ba1ancea 
83 38.2 
84 38.5 Rest Point 38.0 
85 38.7 Bar. P. 759.05 mm. 
86 38.8 
88 39.0 
89 39.6 Line Pressure L.470.9mm 
90 40.1 I R. 502. 7mn 
91 40.2 
92 40.6 Rest Point 37.7 
93 40.4 Bulb Broken at 93i 
94 1193 48.0 
95 1198 38.9 







103 40.7 Line P. L. 470.9 mm. 
104 41.1 R. 502.7 mm. 
105 41.5 
106 42.2 Rest Point 37.7 
107 42.1 
108 42.6 Rest Point 3'7.6 
109 43.0 





e 115 39.8 
Data for the remaining e:periments will b!l found in .A:p:pendid:.A 
19 
CALCULATIONS 
No detailed. d.escrir>tion of the calculation: Ii!i?~~~'aut-e seems 
necessary since an abundance of such deseri::ptions exist4,lO. A 
sam::ple calculation for Ex::periment l,with brief am::plification, 
will be followed. by a summary of the results of the calculations 
for this experiment. 
A. Heat of Reaction Reflected. in Tem::perature Rise, qt 
a. Temperature Rise 
The tem::perature rise is; the sum of two factors; {1) 
the difference 'betw·een the the tempwrature at the end. and. at the 
start of the reaction, T0 , (2:) leakage factor; 1 , expressed in 
degrees which corredt~ for the heat leakage thwough the walls, 
ef the calorimeter during a reaction. 
(1) To = Final Tem::perature - ]nitial Temperature 
= 1203.50 uv. -1209.50 uv. ·~:: -~.00 uv. 
(2) Using an im::proved. form of Regnoult-::pfundler 
equationl 7 which assumes a linear relationshi::p between heat 
leakage and temperature head , the leakage factor is given by 
1 = ""' rVr + Vr-Va (~x-SrJ] t ~ er-ea · x 
where Vr, Va, Vx are the rates of- change of ttm::perature at .the 
mean temperatures of the steady states_after reaction, prior 
to reaction, and (turing the reaction (a steady state is assumed. 
here); respecti velly. e)r, ea, and. ex are the mean temperatures 
17. White, W.P., The:Mod.ern Calorimeter, Chemical Catalog 
C_o, Inc_._ .:t_. 928 
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in mierovol ts, of the above mentioned. steady states taken in the 
same order. tx is· the time of reaction in minutes. 
For E:x;periment 1 we have 
:: _0 •076 (o .o75-o .o25 · [}203. 8 ~1209.3 
= -0.696 uv. 
T' - mo+h :::_- ---6.00 0 70 6 '~'~0 4- 1 UV •- -- • UV • ;;: - • ( · uv. 
Calibration of the thermoeou~le determined. that a change of 
-35 .. 22 uv. is E}quiva1ent to a tem~erature rise of one cle~ee 
Centigrade., Thus, 
T' : -6.70 uv. : w6.70uv./~35.22uv.~er cleg. =0.190 cleg. 
(bO HeatCa~acity of System 





of NH 3 Introduced. 
" " in Line 
" '! vap. before 
vap. in reaction 







At mean temperature off re~.tion 1201.3 uv.=-32.5o 
heat eapacity ofliquid ammonia iS 1.0645 cal./g./deg. which 
gives for the heat capacity of the NH3 in our experiment 
1.0645 ual./g./degXlll.7 g. z;; 118.9 cal.ldeg. 
(2) Heat Capacity ofCalorimeter 
The r~lation between heat ea~aci ty of calorimeter 
and distance of liquid level above the bottom of the reaction 
dewar, x, is given by 
Heat Ca~acity : 16.8 +0.277 e x-130) 
The reference mark is 176.7 mm. avove the bottom of dewar. In 
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this ex:Periment the liquid level was 37.5 mm. below the refer-
ence mark or 139. 2 mm. above the bottom of the dewar. For th 
heat ca~acity of' the calorimeter we then Dave 
Heat Ca~aeity- 16.810.277 (137.2-130) 
_ 19.4 · ~ial • I deg. 
{3) Heat Ca~acity of Glass 
Taking the s.~eeif'ic heat of glass as 0.22 cal.ldeg./g. 
and the weight of glass. in solution for all ex~eriments as five 
grams, exce~t in the ex~eriment involving the ~reci:pitation of' 
6aErz.•8NH3, the heat ca~aciity of glass in our ex:Periment is 1.1 
eal./deg. 
(4) Heat Ca~aeity of Sam:ple 
For 2.5 grams of Cai 2 , s~ecifie heat 0.15 cal.(deg.lg., 
we have a heat ca~acity of' 0.4 cal./ deg. 
{5) Total Heat Ca~acity of' Sy~.tem 
.Ammonia 118.9 
Calorime·ter ., ''19.4 
Glass 1.1 
Sam~le 0.4 
Total 139~8 cal~/deg. 
Heat of Tem~erature Rise 
qt: Reat Ca~aeity ofSystemX T' 
... 139.8 eal./deg. :X 0.190 deg. 
= 26.5 cal .•. 
e. 
B. Heat of Reaction Re~nected in Va:porizea.. Ammonia, qv 
(a) Weight of Ammonia Collected 
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Weight of Ammonia Collected during the reaction w 
determined by using Berthelot's equatien of state, 
.PV ::: nRT rlt 9P~@ ( 1 _ L 'L28 ~cT e 6 T 2 )~ 
Inserting the critical constants for ammonia, temperature of th 
gas {25.:t"O.l 0 c. in all e:x;periments), :pressure, P, ih milli-
meters, and.the volume of the gas collection s.ys.tem {6715 cc.), 
the above equation reduces to 
.Wt. of NH3 in grams = J? X 0.006153 1 ... 0.0000109 p 
For ~eriment 1 we have 
Wt. of NHJ: : . 242.8 )( 0.006153 1- (010000109)(242.8) 
= 1.497 g. z 1.50 g. 
To tlhiis weight of l>ln3 a correction factor is a:p:plied if ih.e lin 
:pressure oil: the calorimeter .,manifold changes during the reactio· • 
This change in :pressure evaluated in weight ofaammonia on the 
basis of a 900 ec.volume of the calorimeter manifold. yields a 
correction factmiTJ··. of 0.00083 grams of NH3 :per millimeter chan e 
in :pressure.'. In Ex:periment 1 no· line corredtion is necessary. 
(b) Heat of Va~orization of Ammonia 
At the mean temperature of the reaction.~ -32.5 C. the 
heat of vaporization e':t,) ammonia is 326.6 cal./g~ 
Heat of Vaporization, qv, 
In Experimenet I we have 
Cly = 326.6 X 1.497 489.9 
D. Molar Heat of Solution, H8 
cal. 
Hs = Total Heat od Reaction/ Moles of Sample 
= 516.4 I (2.47,/239. 9) · 
'., 
= - 61,4000calt mole Cai2 
E. Dilution, d 
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Dilution of the liquid ammonia solution is eX]ressed in 
moles of ammonia per mole of sample. For Experimeni 1 we have 
d;:: (111.8 g.cl7.03 g./m.NH3')(239.9 g./m.Cai2/2.479g.) 
= 770 moles NH3/ Mole Cai2 . 





.A.. Heat Of Reaction Reflected in Temperature Rise, qt 
Va 0.050 uv./min. tx 8 min. 
ea 1209.3 uv. ~0 -0.696 uv. Vr o.070 uv.lmin. -6.00 uv. 
er 1203.8 uv. T·'t ex 1201.3 uv. :: -32.5° c. -6.70 uv. ::: 0.190 de g .. 
TABLE v· 
(continued) 
HEAT CAPACITY OF AMMONIA 
NH3 Indroduced 
n in Line 
" vap. before React. 
iNH3 " in reaction 
NH3 Remaining 





Heat Cap. of NH 3 at -32.5o is 1.065 cal./g./deg. 
Heat Cap. of NH3 in Run 
118.9 ce,l./deg. 
HEAT CAPACITY OF CALORIMETER 
Liquid Level 139.2 mm. ·above. 
bottom of dewar 
HeatCap.=l6.8 0.227(139-130) 
= 19.4 cal./deg. 





Total 139.7 cal./deg. 
-.H.eiuii of Temperature Rise 9.t= Total Heat Ga:p... Temp .Rise _ 
= 139.7 cal/deg 0.190 deg • 
. = 26.5 cal. 
B .Rea t Reflected in Vaporized Ammonia, 9.v 
Pressure pf Ammonia Collected 
Weight of Ammonia Collected 
Correction for Line Pressure Change 
Heat of Vaporization of NH3 at -32.5° 
Heat of Vaporization in Reaction 
C.Tot~l Heat of Reaction 







R8 :Total Heat/m. of Sample=516.4(293.9/2,479)= -61,000 cal. 
E.Dilution, d 
d: (111.5/17.03)(293,9/2.479)= 770 moles NR3/ mole Cai2 
Summaries of calculations for all experiments will be 
found in Appendix B. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The heats of s:oultions of calcium iodide and the heat 
of ~reci~itation of 6aBr2•8NH3 were determineQ with so~~ions 
of a~~reciable coneentrations,., These heat effects can be of 
value in considering tl:;l.e com~osition of dilute calcium metal 
solutions on~y if they are evaluated for solutions at infinite 
dilution. Table Vi contains a summary of the measured heats of 
solution of Cai 2 and the heat of· :preci~i tat ion of CaBr2 ~SNR3·• 
TABLE VI 
HEAT OF SOLUTION OF CALCIUM IODIDE 
Ex:p. Sam~le Heat of Heat of Time oit Total Mol ear Dilu'tiJhon 
Wt. Temjl. NH3 Va~. React. Heat Heat 
Rise -£1~s 
(g.) (cal.) (cal.) (min.) (val.) (kc~l) (mNH3/mCai2) 
i 
1 2.4793 26.5 489.9 8 516.4 61.4 770 
2. 1.7669 40.6 359.0 9 399.6 66.5 11 'A) 
3 1.3699 12.2 279.9 6 292.1 62.8 15.,20 
4 2.7111 ... 62.0 653.6 30 591.6 64.2 810 
5. 0.9980 53.7 176 .. 9 25 230.6 67.5 2200 
6 1.7817 27.4 373.8 63 401.2 66.2 1230. 
7. 0.9216 29.5 167.2 20 196.7 62.8 2380 
8. 0.5369 20.5 93.7 16 113.9 63.5 4~50 
9. 0.4710 4.5 96.2 8 100.7 63.3 4680 
10. 0.6312 15.7 118.0 15 133.7 62.2 3310 
11. 0.4674 9.4 90.5 20 99.9 62.8 4780 
12. 0.1919 9.9 30.7 16 40.6 62.3 10980 
~out:.X t:JOOK <;OMPANY, INC., NO:lWOOD, MASSACHUSETTS. 
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Heat of Time of Total 
.NH3 VaJ?. React. Heat 
(cal.) (min.) (~Kill.~ 







The heat of solution of calcium iodide at infinite dil-
ution was evaluated from the gra)?h shown in Figure III. ~ 
gra)?~ re)?resents the relationshiV between the heat evolved in 
dissolving n moles of calei~un iodide and the concentration of 
the resulting solution ex:pressed in n moles of calcium iodide 
)?er mole of ammonia. The slo)?e of the straight line, which is 
the best :Btraight line through zero and the more dilute solu-
tions, is the molar heat of so1il:ltion of calcium iodide e,t 
infinite dilution. The value obtained in this manner is -63.5 
keal )?er mole. 
In the case of CaBr2, for the )?reciJ?itation reaetion, 
++ . + -
Ca(am) + 2I(am) + »!NR4 (am) + 2·Br(am) +8NR3~l) 
I 
a total heat effect o"f 51 .. 6 calor·ies was measured. Fr:io.1!.£te.·:.thiell 
:pJ;~e.tJ?i.if.at~qn~~i. {9 cffi."&lrl.S .¢1%. .::tii'E:4BI;:-: was aissolv.ed to ;g:f;V.e- a·cs.GJL-m:t.i~n 
=====i.',. 
' -,. c.--:-"-·"': 
I' 
2.7 
with a volume of 10 cc. Assuming a additive relationshi:p for 
the com:ponents of the solution. the \l':t'OYl~de was dissolved in 
about 9.25 cc. of ammonia or about 6.5 grams. The calcium iodide 
(2.1684 g.) was dissolved in 126 grams. of' ammonia • .A.fter the 
:preci:pitatimn the salts were in so~ution involving 132.5 grams 
of ammonia. The var1hor\is concentrations for the above res,ction 
are given below; 
Ion Concentration Dilution 
(g.ion/1000g.NH3) (m.NR3/g.ion) 
Ca Cl 0.0596 1000 
I- 2c1 0 .. 119 500 
c5 0.103 570 
NR4 C2 2.99 19.7 
c4 0.136 435 
llr""' e2 2.99 19.7 
c6 0.0316 1860 
To determine the heat o:tL'solution of' CaBr2 at infinite dilution 
consideration mus·-t. be given to the effects of dilution and 
mixing which constitute :part of the above reaction. Sin.ce no 
noticable· heat of dilution of calcium iodide was observed in 
ou:b ex:periments we therefore assume that no heat correction nee· 
be a:p:plied to bring the concentration of the calcium iodide on 
the left hand side of the above equation to inf'inite di~u~on. 
For the two ammonium salts involved we have in Table VII the 
data from Schmidt et al t 8 • Fr0m a gra:ph of these values of 4Rs 
we ob·tain a heat effecto of 3.8-±0.7 kcal:per mole for a change 
of eoncentrationoof N1I4Br from a dilution of 19.,7 to infinite 
18.Schmidt,Studer,and Sottys.iak,J • .Am.Chem.Soc. ,60, 2780(1938) 
• 
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For tb.e 0.0195 moles of ammonium bromide in our eJqJeri.aumt thif 
dilution results in tb.e evolution of '74 ± 15 calories. 
TABLE VII 
Ammonium :Bromide 
~ilution Molar Heat 














.A.mmoni um Iodide 

















No heat correction is necessary to bring the· concentratioBs o~ 
salts on the right hand side of the equa:bion to infinite dil--
ution~ .Af'ter bringing all concentrations to infinite diluillbon 
it seems reasonable to neglect the effect of mixing.and ~orma-
tion of the ammoniate with ammonia which is not :pure. From the 
+t- -
considerations we then have for the reaction Ca(am} -t- 2Br (am)+ 
8NE3 (1)----7CaJ3r2 ·8NH3 (s),involving 0.00'738 moles of the 8ll1!llo-
niate and all s:olutions at· infinite dilution 1 an endothermic 
heat effect of 22 ± 15 calories. Ex]ressed in kilocalories 
:per mole this is equiv~lent to 3.0±2.0. Using this value 
for the :preci::pi tati:pn reaction we calculate the heat o~ s.dilutic n 
of calcium bromideas follows; 
. r+ 0aBrz.8NH3 (s) ----7 Ca(am) +-2Br-(am) +eNR3 (1) 4H:P -3.Q:t::-2.0 Ca( s:) + Br2 (1) + 4N2 (g) +-12Hz (g) --'?>CaBr2 ·eNH3 (s)ARt -351.9 
8NH3 (1) -?4N<)(g) +- 12Hz(g) L1HfY128.6 CaBr2 (s)~ca(s) +Brz(l) 4Hf' •i62.2 
CaBr2 (s) --7-Ca-t-(am) +2Br-(am) 4 Rs -64.1±2 .o 
Using the heats of soili.i!ltion at .infinite dilution of the calcium 
halides and calcium metal in conjunction with other thermochem-
e ical data we can determine the heat of solvation of these sub-
stances in liquid ammonia. From the heats of solvation we 01an 
evaluate the heat effect, 4HcaX2 -Ca , for the reaction, 
~rx- ( ~ - 2e-(g) ~ 2X-(am) ~ 2e-(s.m) · (A) 
.A:p}llying the above reaction to the :problem of the eom:pos·i tion of 
dilute solutions of calcium the above heat e:f:fe;ct is com:pared 
to that evaluated from the alkali metal studies. This neeessit&l. 
the :prior calculation of the heats of solvation o:f the alkali 
halides and the alkali metal.s. 
Heats of ~'.fil>ql vat ion for the alkali metals and the alkali 
halides were calculated. by the method de~eri bed on :page 6. 
Values o:f the heats of solution in liquid ammonia1 exee:pt for 
litl).ium which was· taken from Monchi~k19 , are those reported by 
Kraus, Schmidt et a12°. Heats of :formation,ionization ene~gies, 
and electron affinities were taken from Biehowsky and Ros.sini21 
In Table VIII we have the results of S\lch calculations wi tih the 
solvation energies of the halides ( all data for these caleula-
tions are :from Bichowsky and Rossini) in water included :for 
comparison. 
19. Monchick,L., Master's Thesis,Boston University,Boston,l95l 
20. Kraus and Prescott, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 56,86 (1934) 
Kraus and Ridderhof, ibid., 56,79(19341 
Kraus and Schmidt, ib~ 56,2297 (1934) 
Schmid.t,Sottysiak,and Kluge, ibid •• 56, 2:509 (1936) 
Schmidt,Studer, and Sottysiak, ~.,60,2780~1938) 
21. Bichowsky and Rossini, Thermochemistry of Chemical 
· Substances, Reinhold,N. Y. 1936 
TABLE VIII 
HEATS OF SOLVATION~ OF TEE ALKALI 
METALS .AN]) THE .ALKALI R.ALIDES IN 
LIQUID AMMONIA AND ~~E ALKALI 
RALIDES IN WATER · 
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Salt +. Liquid Ammonia · 






























In ~able IX we ha;~e the volues of the heat effects :for the 
reaction analogous to A :f0r the alkali metals. 
TABLE IX 
DIFFERENCE IH TEE SOLVATION ENERGIES 
OF HALIDE IONS AND TffE ELECTRON IN 
LIQUID AMMONIA FROM THE IODIDES AND 
BROMI~ES OF THE ALD.LI METALS 
X( g) -e-(g)-?- X{gm.) -e{am) 
















Excluding the value of LlRMX~M for lit~ium iodide and lithium 
metal the other two values give an average 4-EMI-M o:f -31.6 
e kilocalories :per gram ion. The average value of.4EMBr-M is 
-34.7 kilocalories :per gram ion. 
Ey the same methods employed with the alkali metals and t.e 
alkali halides we are able to calculaie the heat effedt for 
reaction A for calcium metal and its halides. Using a heat of 
solution of t63.5 kcal./mole for calcium iodide we have for the 
heat of solvation of tnis halide• 
-t-+ -Cai2(g) --7 Ca (am) + 2I (am) 
cti+(g) +- 2e-(g) ---7 Ca (s) 
2I-(g) ~ r 2(s)-{- 2e-(g) 
C a ( s;) --r I 2 ( s ) -? Cai 2 ( s) 
L1Hs= - 63.5 kcal., · 
4H-= -463.6 tt ~ 
2i(.R :::: 106.0 
a 
.d.Hf:::. -128.5 ll' 
t-t: -t-t ' Ca (g) t- 2I-(g)~)>-Ca (am~+2I(am) 4Ecar
2
:::-549.6 lt:cal. 
Using the WolskylO va~ue for LlRs of calcium -22.4 kcal/mole 
we have forthe reaction , o!tr(g)t-2e-(g)-+ cti-(am)+!e-(am) ) e. 
heat effect, LiHca , of - 486.0 kcal./g. atom. SubtractingAHca 
from LLHcaiz we have a heat effect of - 63.6 kacal. for the 
r::eaction 
LlR Gai2-Ca 
.An average value of -31.6 kcal. for one half the reaction. :B: had 
been :previously derived frommthe alkali metal studies .• Thus the 
- 63.2 kcal for B from the alkali metal solutions is in very 
good aggrement with that found for calcium. 
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Using the Schmidt11 value for the heat of solution of 
calcium (+10 .o kcs,l./g. atom) we find the calculated heat effec., 
e for reaction B is -74.6 kcal. which deviates substantially :from 
that found for the alkali metals. 
W.€Y have estimated. from our measu.fed heat effect for the 
~reci~itation of CaBr2•8NH3 a heat of solution of calcium.brm-
mide of + 64;.1± 2.0 kcal./mole. With this value we have for the 
heat of 
( 
solvatio~ of calcium bromide, 
CaBr2 ( s) ~ cJ:-r(am) + 2Br-(a.m) AHs -64.1-±B.Okcail 
+T. . . 
Ca {g) +2e-(g)--?--Ca(s) 
2Br· (g) --7 Hr 2 ( 1) t-2 e- ( g) 







-566.7 2.0 ,, 
From the Wolsky value for the heat of solution of calcium we 
:find that the difference in the solvation energies mf two 
bromide ions and two electr~ns, A1Ice.J3r2-ca , is -80.7 2.0 keal. 
Using the Schmidt data we :find a value for the above difference 
o!. -92.1 kcal. When. these values are com~ared With What might 
be expected from the alkali metal studies~ -69.4 kcal. 1 the 
aggrement is ~oor for both cases. 
Since the tYITO heats· of solution of the calcium metal had. 
·e in the case of the calcium iodide cs,lculations gi veil. results 
iYU'etiein one gave good agreement with the s,lkali metal value 
while the second was in ~oor aggrement,the ~oor agreement for 
both cases found above must be due to some error outside the 
I 
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data on the_ calcium metal. An incorrect value for the heat of 
solvation of calcium bromide,or an incorrect value for the 
difference in solvation energies betmJen the bromid.e and elec-
tron derived from the alkali metal, or both would accrnunt for 
the lack of agreement in the above com:parison. The deviations 
from the average value of.D,HMBr-M used. in the com:parison indi-
cate that the :possible error here is about .::t: 4 kcal. St.udy of 
the method by which the com:pared heat effects are calculated 
show that the most :probable source of error if'!; in the heat of 
solution of the metal or the halide. It will be of value there-
fore to consider these heats of solution and determine, if 
:possible where such Em.n.o:ns are most likely to b-e found and how 
sueh errors effect the comparison. 
The value of il.HMX-M for Lii-Li in Table IX, as. will be 
noted, is far out of line com:pared with the other two values. 
One ca..n attribute this discrepancy ~::.Q the value of the heat o'f 
solution of lithium iodide which represents but a single measur-
ement • The other possibility, an error in the heat of solution 
of lithium metal may be discounted since it was determined 
seperately by three workers Schmidt20 , Maybury4 , and Monchick1 9 
and the small a.ifferences ~tween their values eannot account 
for the kind of -elJrQr<~We·.:.seeki~-s The err0r in heat of soluti.on 
of lithium iodide is made evident if we compare the values of 
~ HMBr-MI which is for the reaction 
Br-(g) - r-(g)~ Bn-(am) - r-(am) (C) 
and which does not involve the heat of solution of lithium. 
This comparison i·s made in ·Table X. 
TABLE X 
DIFFERENCE IN THE SOLVATION 
ENERGIES FOR THE :BROMIDE AND 
IODIDE IOS IN LIQUID AMMONIA 
AND IN W'.A.TER 
Liquid .Ammonia 












The heat effect involving the heat of solution of lithium. iodide 
again differs substantially from the other values for liquid 
ammonia, Ac~ually the deviation is very likely partly obscured 
by a compensating error inthe heat of solution of lithium bromic~ 
as. will be made evident below. The constancy, on the other hand., 
of the heat }·.effect for this common reaction in water leaves 
little to be desired. 
The inconsis~aneies in the heat of solution data for the 
alkali halides and the alkali metals revealed. by the different 
values of. LUIMI.-.M and LJ.HMBr-M in tables VIII and IX and. 
the ·different values. of 6-RMBr~MI in Table X may be minimized. 
if reasonable assumptions are madewout the correctness of some 
of these heats of solution~ • The heats of. solution of the alkal , 
metals, sodium bromide, and sodium iodide are all based on 
numerous measurements4 ,lS,l9 , 20 , whereas the heats of solution 
of the other halides represent either a single measurement or 
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only a few measurementsl8' 20. If we therefore· assume that the 
heats of solution of litnium, sodium, potassium, sodium iodide, 
and sodium bromide are cor~eet we find the heats of solution 
for the bromides and iodides of lithium and :potass·ium to be 
+24.3 kcal./mole for LiBr, +29.0 kcal./mole for Lii, +4.4 
kcal./mole for KBr, ana f5.6 kcal./mole for KI.(The original 
values of the heats ·of solution for these halides which had 
been used in prevlous comparisons of heat effects are +19.7~ 
+18 .1, +2. 9, and +5. 6 kcal. respecti velr..:} ~; For the variuus · 
common reactions we now have_e"J:Ual heat effects. 
~{g) e-(g) ~ r-(a.m) ~ e-(am) 
Br~(g)~ e-(g) ~ Br-(am)~ e-(am) 
Br""'(g)- r-(g) ---7 Br-(a.m)- r-(am) 
,6.RMI-M ~31. 5kcal
1 
L1 RMBr-M -36. 9kcai 
· II 
4R~rnr-MI -5.4kcai 
The above soneiderations indicate that thereo::is small error 
in the com:paris.on of 2 b.RlJII-M with b..R0 1 a 2-Ca 
due to the 
heat of solution of alkali i.odiaes or metals. The error in the 
value of LJ,Rlwffir-M , used in the previous comparison of heat 
effects involving the bromides, when taken into account tends 
to improve the agreement for such a compariso~. 
We can apply the reaction in equation C in a test of the 
consistancy of our heats of solution of calcium iodid.e and 
calcium bromide. For a reaction twice that represented by 
equation C we find a value of -17.1 kcal. to be compared to 
-10.8 kcal. from the alkali halides. Unfortunatelly data for 
the alkaline ~alides is insufficient to make ~n.~~~ttm~~ian of 
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errors in the method used with the alkalLllalides. As a first 
a~~roximation however, we can assume that the heat of solution 
of calcium iodide is more nearly corredt than the.heat of sol-
ution of calcium 'bromide; LiHs of Oai2 re~res.ents twelve direct 
measurements while the ~Hs of CaBr2 is based on a s.ingle deter-
mined value of the heat of ~reci~itation of CaBr2•8NH3 and 
· involves estimation of a substanial dilution effect. As 
firs.t a~~roximation therefore we have an error of about 7 .o 
kcal. in the heat of solution of calcium bromide which when 
.~ 0 .. t. ~ 
; ...... 
combined with the error in the value of AH11rnr-M, ex:plains the 
~oor agreement found for the com~arison of heat effects invol-
ving the bromides • 
In our com~arison of heat effects for co~on reactions 
we have assumed that calcium is ionized to a do:ubly charged 
state. This a,ssum~tion is reasonable since the only other 
8 ~+ 
alternative suggested is the diatomic ion, Ca2 , which is 
im~robable if one aonsiders the solid ammoniate Ca(NH3)6 Where 
in an enviorment of low concentration of ammonia the ammonia 
evidently achieves a se~eration of the metal atoms. Combining 
the justification of the above assum:ption with the good agree-
ment found in the eom~arison of the heat effects involving the 
iodides,and with the ~roba~le good agreement iv~ eom~arison 
with the bromides whe~ more accurate data is available, we may 
4lt conclude that in dilute solutions of liquid ammonia calcium 








Wt. of Bulb & Sample 7.4325 
Wt. of Bulb 4.9573 
Wt. of Sample(uncorr.) 2.4753 
'6})oyancy Correction 0.0043 
Sample Weight 2.4796 
Weight o:E' Ammonia In traduced 
Weight of Ammonia and Cylinder 
Weight ef Cylinder 









0. Pressure of Ammonia vaparizea l:Efore rreaetion 
Manometer Readings Left 
Rig'b.t 




D. Pressure of Ammonia vaporized during reaction 
Manometer Readings Left 
Rigb.t 
Pressure 0f .Ammonia 




Cathetometer Readings: Reference Mark 
Liquid Level 
Dists~ce of Liquid LeYel below Maork 























Rest point 38.0 
l.A 
TABLE IA (eontinued) 
Data EQRIMENT 1 























































































36 .. 9 
Bar. P. 759.05 mm. 
Lin~ l'res's.ure 
Let:f 470.9 mm. 
Right 502.7 mm .• 
Rest point 37.7 
Bulb broken 
Line Pressure 
Le:ft 470.9 nun. 
Right 502.7 mm. 
Rest point 37.7 
Rest ]?Oint 37.6 





A. Sam:ple Weight, Cai2 
Wt. of Bulb and Sam:ple 
Wt. of Bulb 








B. Weight o:f Ammonia Introduced 
Wt. o:f .Ammonia and Cylinder 




121.04 g. Wt. of Ammonia 
C. J?res;sure o:f .Ammonia Vaporized Be:fore Reaction 
Manometer Readings Le:ft 798.4 mm. 
Ri@t 733.9 mm. 
:Pressure of Ammonia 57.2 mm. 
D. :Pressure of Ammonia Va:porized During Reaction 
Manometer Readings Le:ft 825.70 mm. 
Rigp.t 646.95 mm. 
:Pressure o:f .Ammonia 178.75 mm. 
E. Height of Liquid Level 
Cathetometer Readings Reference Mark 763.70 mm. 
Liquid Level 734.10 mm. 
Distance of Liquid Le~el Below Mark 29.60 mm. 
F. EMF Measurements 
Time Potentiometex Galvanometer 










TABLE IIA (continued) 
Data EXPERIMENT 2 































































































Rest })oint 39.5 
Line Pressure 
Le:ft 469.6 mm. 
Right 502.3 mm. 
Rest :point 39.6 
Batteries.' :Balanced 
Line Pressure L. 469.6 mm. 
R. 502.3 mm. 
Bulb Broken 
Bar~ Pressuue 763.75 mm.. 
Rest Point 39.3 
Batteries Balanced 
"FilmTT o:f Cai2 in neck o:f 
sample bulb. 
Rest :Point 39.7 
Line :Pressure L. 469.8 mm. 
B. 502.5 mm. 
Bar. Pressure 763.75 mm. 
Rest :Point 39.7 
4A 
, TAIILE III.A 
EXPERHffiNT 3 
D.AT.A 
A. Sample Weig'ht,Cai 2 
Wt. of Bu.l b &td Sample. 
Wt. of Bulb . 








B. Weight Of Ammonia Introduced 
Wt. of .Ammonia .And Cylinder 
Wt. of Cylinder 




C. Pressure of Ammomia Va~orized Before Reaction 
Manometer Readings Left 793.5 mm. 
Right- 750.7 mm. 
Pressure· o1t Ammonia 42.8 mm. 
D. Pressure· of Ammonia Vaperized During Reaetion 
Manometer Readings, Left 
Right 
Pressure of Ammonia 




Cathetometer Readings Reference Mark 
Liquid Level 
Distance of the Liquid Level Below Mark 





Gal vanome.t er 













TABLE IliA (continued). 




























































































1£.! 498.,3 mm. 
Bar. Pressure i 761.,00 mm. 
i 
Bulb Broken · 
Res;t Point 41.4 
! -
Line Pressure L.! 474 .. 0 mm. 
Jit.l 498 .. 2 mm. 
Bar. lfressure 76:0.70 mm. 




A. Sample Weight, Caiz 
Wt. o:f Bulb and Sam:ple 
Wt. of Bulb 
Wt. of Sample (uneorr. ) 
Buoyancy Correction 






:S. Weight of .Ammonia Introduced 
Wt. of· .Ammonia nd Cylinder 
Wt. of Cylinder 




C. Pressure of .Ammonia Vaporized Before Reaction 
Manometer Readings Left 
Rignt 




6.. Pressure o:f Ammonia Va:porized During Reaction i 
Cathetometer Readings Left--: 970.60>mm. 
Ri-gh•t'-648'~~90. mm. 
Pressure o:f Ammonia 321.70 mm. 
E. Height of Liquid Level 
Cathetometer Re.adings Reference Mark 
Liquid Level 
"Dis:tanee of Liquid Level Below Mark 












































38 .. 7 i Line Pressure U:.. 474.1 mm. 







i SA ! 
' 
T.A:BLE liV.A (continued) I 
DAT.A EXPERIMENT 4 
-
F. EMF Measurements (continued) 
89 1210. 39.0 Rest :Point 40.5 
90 1209 43.4 









100 38.6 Rest Point 40.3 
101 38.7 
102 38.6 :Bulb Broken 
103 
104 1191 53.0 
105 1200 .49.5 
lo6 1225 39.0 Rest :Point 39.3 
107 36.8 
108 1224 40.6 
109 39.0 Rest :Point 39.3 
110 37.6 
llOli- 1223 42.4 
lll 41.5 
Batteries Balance~ 112 40.2 
113 38.4 i 
114 1222 42.5 Rest :Point 39.0 ' 
115i ' 40.5 i 
116 39.9 Some solid still in neck o:f 
117 38.9 sample bulb. 
118 37.8 






125 37.0 Some solid in neck o:f bulb. 
126 1220 41.0 i 
e 127 39.8 128 38.2 
129 37.0 
130 1219 41.0 
131 40.2 Rest :Point 38.7 
132 39.7 
133 39.5 
TABLE IV A ('continued) 
TIATA EXPERIMENT 4 





























































Line Pressure L. 480.9 mm. 
R. 491.6 mm. 
Rest Point 38.'7 
Solid in neck of bulb. 
Line Pressure L. 480.6 mm. 
R. 492.4 mm. 
:Batteries. Balanced 
Rest Point 38.7 
Line Press;ure L. 4'78.9 mm. 




EXPERIMENT 5 . 
DATA 
A. Sample Weigb.t,Cai2 
Wt. of J3ulb and.·Sample 
Wt. of J3ulb 
Wt. of Sam~le (uncorr.) 
J3noyancy Correction 






13. Weight of Ammonia Introduced 
Weigh. t of Ammonia and Cylinder 
Weight of Cylinder 
Weight of Ammonia 
1043.90 g. 
914 .. 74 g. 
129.16 g. 
C. Pressure of Ammonia Vaporized Before Reaetien 
Manometer Readings Left 795.0 mm. 
Right 733.6 m.m .. 
Pressure df Ammonia 61.4.mm. 
n. Pressure of Ammonia Vaporized During Reaction 
Uathetometer Readings Left 732.20 mm. 
Right 644.25 mm. 
Pressure of Ammonia 97.95 mm. 
E. Height of Liquid Level 
Cathetometer Readings Reference Mark 763.35 mm. 
Liquid Level 743.30 mm. 
~istance of Liquid Level Below Mark 2o.o5 mm. 

























Line Pressure L.467.5.mm. 
R • 50 5 • 6.mm • 
Rest Point 52.9 
J3ar .. Rressure 766.30 mm. 
Batteries Balanced 
Rest Poiht. 52.9 
TABLE VA (continued) 
F. EMF Measurements ( oo n t inued) 




48 52.4 Rest Point 52.8 
49 52.2 
50 52,5 
51 1204 47.4 Line :Pressure L. 467.5 mm. 
52 47.6 R. 505.4 mm. 
53 47.6 





57 1186 51.4 
58 1188 51.4 
59 1189 52.5 
60 1190 52.8 
61 1191 52.1 Rest Point 52.7 
62 53.4 
63 1192 49.4 
64 52.5 
65 54 .. 2 
66' 1193 50.0 Batteries Balsneed 
67 5o.7 






74 54.7 Line Pressure L. 467.5 mrn. 
75 55.0 R~ 505.6 m.m. 
76 55.4 Rest Point 52.7 
















TABLE VI l!. 
EXPERIMENT 6 
D.ATA 
A. Sample Weight, Cai2 
Wt. of Bulb and Sample 
Wt. of Bulb 
Wt. of Sample (uneorr.) 
Blloyaney Correction 






B. Weight of Ammonia In:froduced 
Wt. of Ammonia and Cylinder 1042.95 g. 
Wt. of Cylinder 91~.55 g. 
Wt. of Ammonia 128.40 g. 
c. Pressure of Ammonia Vaporized Before Reaetmon 
Manometer Readings; :B.teft 796.7 mm. 
Right 769.2 mm. 
Pressure of .Ammonia 27.5 mm. 
D. Pressure of Ammonia Vaporized During Reaction 
Cathetemeter Re.adings 
Pressure of Ammonia 
E. Height of Liq'lllid Level 
Left 830.10 mm. 
Right 6&4.05 mm. 
186.05 mm. 
Cathetemeter Readings: Reference Mark 
Liquid Level 
Pressure of Ammonia 
F. EMF Measurements 
Time Potentiemeter Galvanometer 


























Line Pressure L.473.8 mm. 
R.499.2 mm. 
Rest Point 43.1 
TABLE VI A (continued) 
F. EMF Measurements (continued) 








·68 1168 43.0 
69 1183 49.2 
70 1190 44.5 
71 1195 44.8 
72 1197 44.2 
73 1198 42.4 
74 1199 45.1 
75 1200 42.8 
76 44.3 
77 46.6 
78 1201 44.3 
79 46.4 




























Rest Point 43.2 
Line :pressure L.473.8 mm. 
R.499.2 mm. 
Batteries Balanced 
Bulb Broken at 67i min. 
Rest Eoint 42.8 
.Batteries .Balanced 
Res:t Point 43.2 
Line Pressure L. 473.6 mm.4 
R. 499.4 mm. 
Rest Point 43.4 




TABLE VI A (continued) 
F. llllMF Measurements (continued) 
108 1202 46.0 




114 46.0 Batteries Balanced 
115 46.2 
116 46.1 Line :Pressure L. 473.6 mm. 




121 46.5 . 
122 46.4 







130 46.3 Rest:Point 43.5 
131 46.5 
132 1203 42.0 Batteries Ba1aneed 
133 41.7 Rest Point 43.4 
134 42.1 
135 42.2 
136 42.5 Line Pressure ~. 463.6 mm. 
137 42.7 R. 499.4 mm. 
138 42.7 Bubbling being adjusted. 
139 42.5 
140 42.0 








149 44.3 Rest Point 43.2 
-
150 45.0 
TABLE VII A. 
EXPERIMENT 7 
DAT.A. 
A. Sample Weight, Cai2 
Wt. o~ Bulb and Sample 
Wt. o~ Bulb 
Wt. o£ Sample (uncorrected) 
Buoyancy Correction 






B. Weight o~ .Am.monia. Introduce:d 
Wt. o£ Ammonia and Cylinder 
Wt • o~ Cylinder 
1044.97 g. 973.22g. 
9,5.10 g. 914.22g. 
15A 
Wt. o£ .A.:mmenia 69.87 g. 59.00g. 128.87 g. 
c. Pressure o~ Ammonia Vaporized Ee~ore Reaction 
Manometer Readings Left 796.2 mm. 
Right 615.0 mm. 
Pressure of .Ammonia l8l.2 mm .. 
D. Pressure, o~ .Ammonia Vaporized During Reaction 
Cathetometer Readings Left 
Right 
Pressure o~·.Am.monia 




Cathetometer Readmngs ~e~irence Mark 
Bi«b.td Level 





























Line Pressure L. 472.0mm. 
500.2mm. 
Ear. Pressure 764.10 mm. 
Rest Point 3.6 .8 
Batteries Balanced 
Rest Point 36.7 
l6..A 
TABLE VII A (continued) 












































































































Linr ~ressure L. 472.0 mm. 
R. 500.2 mm. 
Rest Point 36.8 
Bulb Bre>ken 
Rest Point 36.9 
Batteries Balanced 
Rest Point 36.9 
Sam~le ~articles on dewar 
wall avove liq.levkl observed. 
Line Pressur·e L. 474.0 mm. 
R. 499 .o mm. 
Bar. Pressure 764.25 mm. 
Res:t :point 37.0 
Line Pressure L. 473.8 mm. 
R. 498.8 mm. 
Rest Point 37.2 
A. 
B. 




Wt. ef Sample and Bulb 5.8051 g. 
Wt. of Bulb 5 .. 2801 g. 
Wt. of Sample (uncorr.) 0.5250 g. 
ltnoyaney Correction 0 .. 0019 g. 
Wt. of Sample 0 .. 5269 g~ 
Weight ef Junmonia Introduced 
Wt. of Ammonia and Cylinder 
Wt. of Cylinder 
Wt of Ammonia 
1043.75 g. 
912 .• 81 g. 
130.94 g. 
C. :Pressure of Ammonia Vaporized Before Reaction 
Manometer Readings Left 300.6 mm. 
Right 263~3 mm. 
Pressure o~ ~onia 47,3 mm. 
D. :Pressure of Ammonia. Vaporized During Reaction 
Cathetometer Readings Left 
Right 
:Pressure of Ammenia 
689 •. 50 mm. 
643.05 rom. 
46.45 mm. 
E. Height of Liquid Level 
CathetolJleter Readings Refere·n.ce Mark 
Liquid Level 
'Dis.tance of 'Liquid Level Below Mark 














44 46.6 Line Pressure L. 471.4 mm. 




TABLE VIII A (continued) 


































































































Rest :Point 43.8 
Line Pressure ~.471.4 mm. 
R.500.3 mm. 
Bulb Broken at 57i 
Rest :Point 43.8 
Rest :Point 43.2 
Batteries Balanced 
Line Pressure L.47l.O mm. 
• R. 501.0 
Rest :Point 43.3 
Bar. :Pressure 759.25 mm. 
Batteries Balanced 
Rest Point 43.4 
Batteries Balanced 
Line :Pressure L. 470.9 mm. 
R. 500.8 mm. 
l8.A. 
TABLE IX A 
EXPERIMENT 9 
:D.ATA 
A. Sample Weight, Cai2 
Wt. of Sample and Bulb 
Wt. of Eulb 
Wt~ of Sample (uncorr.) 
Buoyancy Correction 












Wt. of .Ammonia andOylinder 
Wt. of Cy1ihder 




C. Pressure of .Ammonia Ya:porized Before Reaction 
Manometer !(e.ad.iligs: Left · 
Right 




]). Pressure of Ammonia Vaporized During Reaction 




47.90 mm. Pres:sure of Ammonia 
E. Height of Liquid Level 
Oathetometer Readings Reference Mark 763.25 mm. 
Liquid Level 731.50 mm. 
:Distance of Liquid Level Below Mark 31.75 mm. 



























Res.t Point 46.5 
Batteries :Balanced 
20A 
T.ABLE IX A (continued) 
F. EMF Measurements (continued) 
69 1202 47.4 
e 70 47.3 71 47.3 
72 47.0 Rest Point 46.6 73 47.2 
74 47~0 
75 47.0 
76 47.0 Bulb Broken at 76i min. 77 1192 47.0 
78 1194 49.6 
79 1196 49.9 
80 1198 47.4 
81 1199 49.4 
82 1200 50.4 
83 1201 4617 
84 46.9 Rest Point 46.8 85 46.9 
86 47.0 
87 46.9 
88 46.4 Batteries Balanced 89 46.3 Line Pressure L. 475.3 mm. 90 46.2 R. 496.6 mm. 91 46.1 
92 46.2 Reat Point 47.0 93 46.4 
94 46.2 
95 46 ~3 
96 46.3 
97 46.2 Line Pressure 1J. 475.4 mm. 98 46.1 R. 496.5 mm. 99 46.1 
100 46.1 
lol 46.0 Rest Point 47.2 
102 46.2 RadiatoDS being supplied with 
103 45.5 steam. 
104 44.0 
105 1200 47.3 
106 46.4 
107 45.4 I Radiators turned o~f. 
108 44.8 
109 44.8 
110 44.7 e 
. . . 
' \ ~.->_: 
. ,. .. ~ :{,,.; . :,;"..I ~i.e :..,rL .. -~ ,:,3} 
-TABLE X A 
EXPERIMENT 10 
DATA 
A. Weight of Sam~le,Cai2 
Wt. of SamiJle and Bulb 
Wt. of Bulb 
Wt. of SamiJle (uncorr.) 
Buoyancy Correction 






B .• Weight of ammonia Introduced 
Wt. of Ammonia and Cylinder 1034.90 g. 
Wt. of Cylinde~ 912.89 g. 
Wt. of Ammonia 122.01 g~ 
) 
C. No .Ammonia VaiJori~ed Before Reaction 
n. Pressure of Ammonia VaiJOrized During Reaction 
Cathetometer Readings Left 
Ri~t 




E. Height of Liquid Level 
F. 
Cathetometer Readings Reference· Mark 
Liquid Level 





Time Potentiometer Galvanometer Notes (min.) . (microvolts) (scale div.) 
30 1205 55.2 
31 1206 50.6 Rest Point 52.3 
32 51.0 NE3 being added to 
33 50.7 dewar. 
34 50.8 
55 50.8 











TABLE X A (eontinued) 
F. EMF Measurements (continued) 
44 l206 51.6 
e 45 51.9 46 52.0 :Batteries Balanced 
47 52.2 
48 52.2 Line Pressure L. 472.9 mm. 
49 52.1 R. 499.0 mm. 
50 52.3 Rest Point 52.5 
Bulb Broken at 50i min. 
51 1185 50.0 
52 1193 52.2 
53 1196 52.9 
54 1198 54.4 Re,s,t Point 52.6 
55 1200 52.6 
56 1201 53.9 
57 1202 52.7 




62 52.4 Res:t :Point 52.9 
63 52.,8 
64 52,8 Batteries Balanced 
65 53.2 
66 53.6 
67 54.0 Lin-e :Pressure L. 472.2 mm. 
68 54.1 R. 500.2 mm. 
68~ 1204 49.2 
69 1203 54.0 
70 54.2 Ear. :Pressure 764.20 mm. 
7l 54.8 
72 54.8 Rest ~Joint 53.4 
73 55.0 
74 55.5 Res,t, Point 53.6 
75 55.7 
76 56.3 
77 1204 51.4 
78 51~5 Rest Point 53.8 
79 51.8 
80 52.0 Line Pressure L. 472.2 mm .. 
81 52.0 R. 500.i mm. 
82 52~2 
83 52.5 
e 84 52·.7 Rest'Point 53.9 85 52.7 
86 52.8 :Batteries Balance,d 
87 52.8 
88 53.0 
.89 53.2 Rest Poiny 53.9 
90 5-3.1 
T.A.BEL XI A 
EXPERIMENT 11 
DATA 
A. Weight of Sample 
Wt. of Sample and Bulb 
Wt. of Bulb 
Wt. of Sample (uncorr.) 
B~~y~cy Correction 






B. Weight of Ammonia Introduced 
Wt of Am.mol).ia and Cylinder · 900.12 g •. 
Wt. of Cylinder 769.97 g. 
Wt, of Ammonia 130.15 g. 
C. No .Ammonia Vaporized Before Reaction 
D. J?ress:ure of .Ammonia Va!lorized ])uring Reaction 
Cathetometer Readings: Left 
Right 
Pressure of .Ammonia 




Cathetometer Readings Reference Mark 
Liquid Level 























Rest Point 47.0 
Batteries Balanced 
Rest J>oint 46.8 
23.A 
72 49.1 Line Pressure L.475.0mrn. 
73 48.8 R.496.2mm. 74 48.7 Bar. :Pressure 756.25 mm. 75 48.6 Rest :Point 46.5 
76 48.4 
77 48.0 Batteries Balanced ?R AcS:.,_1 
2~4A 
T.ABLE XI .A ( cantinued) 
F. EMF Measurement (continued) 
79 1215 47.6 Rest :point 46.2 
80 47.8 
e 81 47.3 82 47.4 
83 47.3 
84 47 .o 
85 47.0 
m Bulb Broken 
86 1201 42~0 
87 1204 48.5 
88 1209 47,.7 
89 1211 48.2 
90 1212 47.5 
91 1213 46.5 




96 47.6 Rest J?oll).t 45.4 
97 48.0 
98 1214 42.8 Line ::Pressure L. 474.0 mm. 99 42.6 R. 497.8 mm. 
100 43.2 Bar. :Pressure 756.00 mm. 




105 43.0 Rest Point 45.3 
106 42.9 
107 43.3 Line :Pressure L. 474.0 mm. 108 42.8 R. 497.8 mm. 109 43.2 Res:t Point 45.0 110 42.8 
111 42.7 













124 42.5 Line Eressure L. 473.9 mm. 
125 42.5 R. 497.7 mm. 
126 42.4 Bar. Pressure 755.75 mm. 
127 42.2 
A. Weight of Se~ple 
TABLE XII .A 
EXPERIMENT 12 
D.A.T.A. 
Wt. of Sample111and Bulb 
Wt. of Bulb 
Wt. of Sample (uncorr.) 
Buoyancy Correction 






ll. Weight of Ammonia Introduced 
Wt. of Ammonia ana. CylinCLer 
Wt. of CylinCLer 




C. No .Ammonia Va:porized Before Reaction 
n. Pressure of Ammonia Vaporized Tiuring Reactio~ 
Cathetometer Readimgs Left 644.60 mm. 
Right 629.30 mm. 
Pressure of Xmmonia 15.30 mm. 
E. Height of Liquid Level 
Cathetometer Readings Reference ·Mark 
Liquid Level 
Distance of ~±quid Level Below Ma~k 
F. EMF Meas.ure.ments 
Time Petentiometer · Galvanometer 
(min.) (microvolts) (seale div.) 
753.90 mm. 
727.50 mm. 
26.40. mm •. 
Notes 
1200 Rest Point 41.3 



























Line Pressure L.472.9 mm. 
R.498.5 mm. 
Batteries Balanced 
Res;t Point 41.6 
41.6 
e 
TABLE XIE A ~continued) 





























































































Line Pressure L. 472.8 mm. 
R. 499.1 .mm. 
Rest Point 42.4 
Batteries Balanced 
Rest Point 42.1 
Line :pressure L. 472.8 mm. 
R. 499.1 mm. 
Rest Point 42.3 
Rest :point 42.0 
Batteries Balanced 
Line Press~e L. 472.8 mm. 








A. Weight of Cai2 
Wt. of Sample and Bulb 
Wt. of Bulb 
Wt. of Sample (UI1corr.) 
B~@yancy Correction 
~it. of Sample 
8.2380 g. 
5.9726 g .. 
2.1654 g. 
. 0.0030 g. 
2.1684 g~ 
B. Weight ot Ammonia Introduced 
Wt. of Ammonia and Cylinder 
Wt. of Cylinder 
896.38 g. 
762.16 g~ 
134.22 g. Wt. of Ammonia 
~t. of NH~r 
1.9 g. 
c. Pressure pf Ammonia Vaporized Before Reaction 
Manomater Readings Left 
Right 




D. Pressure of .A.mmonia Vaporized :During Reaction 
Cathetometer Readings Left 
Right 




E. Height of Liquid Level 
Cathetometer Readings Reference Mark 
Liquid Level 
~Di·s-tance o:f ;Liquid Level Below Mark 
F. EMF Measurements 
Time Potentiometer Galvanometer 

























Rest Point 40.4 
Bar. Pressure 756.60 nun. 
========~===d~==================~~-~~~==========================~======== 
28.A 
TABLE XIII 4 · ( eontinued) 
20 1212 41.1 
21 41.0 Rest Point 40.5 
22 40.9 Batteries Nalaneed 
e 23 41.0 24 40.8 Line .Pressure L. 473.9 mm. 
25 1213 36.0 R. 497.6 mm. 26 36.0 
27 1212 41.0 Rest Point 40.5 
28 41.0 
29 40.8 Bar. Press,ure 756.55 mm. 
30 41.0 Batteries Balaneea 
31 40.8 
32 40.5 Rest Point 40.4 
33 40.6 
34 40.4 
Buttom of Solution ~-qbe Broken 35 1210 38.0 
36 1205 38.5 
37 39.0 
38 41.0 
39 1203 43.5 Rest Point 40.5 
40 42.2 Batteries Balanced 
41 39.8 Gas being let off. 
42 41.'7 
43 44 .. 0 






50 45.5 Gas: valve closed 
51 45.8 
52 46.4 
53 1205 41.6 Regt :Point 39.8 
54 42.3 
55 42.5 
56 42.8 Line Prews.ure L. 47fJ.6 .mm 




61 44.2 Rest Point 39.6 
62 44.5 Ear. Rressure '756.70 mm. 
--
63 1206 40.1 
64 40.5 Batteries Balanced 
65 41.0 





TABLE :QiV .A 
NR4Br EXPERIMEN~ 
D.AT.A 
Wt. of Sample and Bull:> 
Wt. of Bulb . 
Wt. of Sample (uneorr.) 
BU;¥anly Correction 






B. Weight· of . Ammonia Introduced 
Wtgof Ammonia and Cylinder 899.17 g. 
Wt. of Cylinder 770.17 g. 
Wt, of Ammonia 129.00 g. 
c. and D. Pressure of .Ammonia Vaporized 
29.A. 
Manometer Readings Left 
Right 









E. Height of Liquid Level 
Cathetometer Readings Reference Mark 
Liquid Level 










































Batteries out 0f adjust-
ment 
Batteries; Balanced 
Rest Eoint 47.2 
Line Pressure L.473.0mm. 
R.498.lmm. 
Bar. Pressure '744.40 mm. 
TABLE XIV A (continued) 








































































































Rest Eoint 47.9 
Rest Eoint 48.0 
Batteries Balanced 
Res:t Point 47.7 
.Batteries Balanced 
Linr Pressure L. 472.2 mm. 
R. 499.0 mrn. 
Rest Point 47.7 
Batteries Balanced 
Rest Point 47.7 
Rest Point 47.3 
Line Pressure ~. 472.7 mm 
R. 498.9 .mm. 
Bar. ~ressure ~44.70 mm. 




The falloWing Tables contain the summaries of caleuili.a-
tions for the variouse~eriments. 
Each ·summary includes the following items: 
A. Heat of Tem:perature' Rise, qt 
Under this i temaire>efound ea, 8r, and 8x Which are 
the mean tem:pera tures: expressed in microvolts of the time 
intervals before,after, and during the reaetion,res:pedtively. 
Va nd Vr are the rates of tem:perature change in the intervals 
before and after reactian,res:pectively. 1 ~s the heat leakage 
during the reaction :period,expressed in microvolts or gegrees. 
ATo is the uncorrected tem:perature change for the reaction. 
~T' is the tem:perature change for the reaction ~ter e0rrec-
ti6n for heat leakage. 
B. Heat of Va:porization of Ammolll.ia, qv 
Weight of ammonia collected. is calculated from 
.\. 
:...-0! 
the :pressure of_ the gas by the method des:cri bed in the text. 
c. Total Heat of Reaction 
Total heat of reaction is the sum of qt and qy. 
n~ Molar Heat of Reaction 
Molar heat of reaction is the total heat of reaction 
divided by the number of moles of the sam:ple involved in t:Be 
experiment. 
E. Dilution 
Dilution of the final solution in the heat Gf solut.ion 
e4;>_eriments is: the numbe:i- ·of moles of NH~ ner mole of Saii1I>le. 
TABLE I B 
EXPERIMENT · l 
C.ALCUL.AT ION 
4IJ A. Heat of Reaction Reflected in Temperature Rise,qt 
Va: 0.050 uv/min. 
@a: 1209.3 uv. 
Vr~ 0.075 uv/min. 
6r= 1203.8 uv. 
tx = 8 min. 
~ =-0.6!8 uv. 
AT 0 :-6.00uv. 
AT~= I'J+-4TO :: -6 • 70uv. :: 0.190 d.eg. 
2.B 
ex= 1201.3 uv. 
Reat_Capacitl of_Ammania_ 
NR3 Introduced 113.5g. 
". inLine 0 .6g. 
" vap.before react. 0.6g. 
Heat Capacity of Calorimete~ 
Liquiti Level 139.2 mm. abilve 
~ottom of Dewar 
Heat6ap.:l6.8 0.227(139-130) 
iNII3 n in reaction 0.8g, 
NR3 ~emaining lll.5g. 
Heat .Cap. of NK3 at -32.50 
is 1.065 eal/g./deg. 
Heat .Cap. c;>f NH3 in Run 
118.9 cal./deg. 
• 19.4 cal./deg. 






Heat of Temperature Rise, qt - Total Rea t Cap. Temp. Rille 
m 139. 7 cal/ d.eg X 0 .190 deg 
:. 26.5 cal. 
B. Heat Reflected in VapDrized .lmmonia, qv 
:Pressure of Collected Vaporized Ammonia 242.80 mm. is 
Equivalent to 1.50 g. 
No Correction for ~ine :Pressure Change. 
Total Weight of Gas Vaporized 1.50 g. 
Heat of Vaporization of NH3 at -32.50 is 326.6 cal/ g. 
' Heat of Vaporization ih Reaction 489.9 cal. 
C. Total Heat of Reaction 516.4 cal. 
1). :Molar Heat of Reaction LlHs 
A~= Total Heat/Moles Sabple: 516.4X(293.9/2.471)= -6i,400ca • 
~ E. Dilution,d 
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ex= /20!3~~ = -32.5/"C Z:=(JNI#. 
ea. =!c. 09.3~v. 
e/( =-!203.8t"v. 
1 = -0.70 /'Y. 
Va.=+O.OSO ~'/rr'"' 
~ =+Q075 ~?t/K 
~@7=-£7o/u=+a&o~~ 
t .. .. • . .. . l . 
llt) 
TABLE II B 
EXPERIMENT 2 
CALCULATIONS 
41J; .A. Heat of Reaction Reflected in Temperature Rise,qt 
~a = 1206.25 uv •. ex = 1194.90 uv. = -32.33 deg. 
Va = 0.044 uv/.min. ·~ =- Vr ((Vr-Va)/(9r-9a))(ex-er) 
er - 1198.15 uv •. - -0.98 uv. ~ 
-Vr = 0.090 uv/min. ATO= -8.6 uv .. 
tx .... 9 min. AT': -9.6 uv. 0.273 deg. 
- ' = 
3B 
tx 
Heat Gapacity of Ammonia 
NH3· Introduced- · 12l.Og; 
1
' in Line 0.6g. 
n vap.before react. 0.4g. 
iNH3 ~- in reaction 0.6g. 
Heat Capacity of Oalorimrter 
Liquid Level 147.1 mm .. 
Above Bottom of .Dewar · 
Hea~cap*= 20.7 cal./deg. 
NH3 Remaining· 119.5g. 
HeatCap. of NH3 at -32.30 
1.064 eal./g./dg• -
HeatCap. of NK3'in Run 
127.~ cal./deg. 





Total 148.6 eal/deg. 
Heat of Temperature Ris:e,qt= 148.6X0.273 ... 40.6 cal. 
B. Heat of Reaction Reflected. in Vaporized Ammonia,qy 
Pressure of Vaperized. .Ammonia Collected ••••.•• 178.75 mm. 
Weight o:f " u n ••••••••• 1.10 g. 
No Line Pressure Change Correetion 
Heat of Vaporization of NH3 at_ -32.30 .; ••... 326.4 cal./g. 
Heat o:f Vaporization in Reaction •• • ~ 3 59 • 0 cal • 
C. Total Heat of Reaction . . . . . .• 399.6 eal. 
])~ Molar :Heat of Solution
1
AH5 
A~= Total Heat/ m.Cai2 = 399.6X (293.9/1.7669)= -66,500cal. 
E. ~ilution,d 
















Bx"' //94-.f);tY==-32.33 't Tx==. 9 HIIY-
6a. = /206.3'",. ~ = + 0.014 rh/~ · 
- e/T~/!98.2jLu 16c = +0.090~~/# ! . 




. . ! 
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TABLE III B 
EXPERIMENT 3 
CALCULATION 
e A. Heat o:f Reaction Reflected in Temperature Rise, qt 
Eta::: 1211.05 uv. 
Va:: 0.035 uv/min. 
er:; 1209.85 uv. 
Vr = 0.033 uv/min • 
tx. = 6 min. 
ex= 1203.60 u.v.::: -32.50 deg. 
~ s: -0.282 uv. 
ilTO.: -2-.63 uv •. 
.AT':: -2.91 uv. = o.082 deg. 
Heat Capacity o:f Ammonia 
NH3 Introduced 12l.Og. 
w in Line 0.6g. 
" va;p. be:fore react. 0.2g. 
iNH3 va;pi in reaction 0.4g. 
NH3 Remaining 119. 7g. 
HeatCa;p. af NH3 at -32.50 
1.065 cal./g./deg. 
ReatCa;p. o:f .NH3 in Run 
127.1 cal./cleg. 
Heat Ca;paei ty of Calorimeter 
Liquid Level 145.8 mm. 
Above Bottom pf Dewar 
ReatCa:p. 20. 6 cal • I deg. 
Total Reat Capacity 





Reat of Temperature Rise, qt=l48.4X 0.083 = 12.2 cal. 
B. Heat o:f Reaction Re£j.ected in Vaporized Ammonia, qv 
Pressure of Ammonia Collected 
Weight of .Ammon.ia Collected 
Line Pressure. Change Goreeetion 
Heat of' Vaporization of :rm3 at -32.5° 
Heat o:f Vaporization in Reaction, qy 
C. Total Heat of Reaction 




326.6 cal./ g. 
279.9 cal 
292.1 cal 
.AR.s= Total Heat/ m.Oai 2 = 292.1/(0.00465) = .... 62,800 cal. 
E. Dilution,d 
d=(ll9.7/17.03)/ 0.00465 = 1520 moles NR3/ mole Cai2 
... >(..' 
. · .. 
. _.._ \'· ~ ... 
.. : 
.. ,· '· 
~, .. 
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TABLE IV B 
EXPERIMENT 4 
Calculation 
A. Heat of Reaction Reflected in Temperature Rise, qt 
9a -:: 1209 • 7 ttV • 9x '=-1218. 9 UY • -33 • 01 deg • 
Va = 0.0067 uv./min. ~=-~.15 uv. 
er ~ 1216 • 8 uv. 4 To = 9 • 6 u v. 
Vr ::l -0.1077 uv .. /.min. .AT' ::: 13.8 uv. -0.390 deg. 
tx:. 30 min. 
5B 
Heat Capacity of Ammonia 
NH3 Intvodueed 128.9g. 
" in Line 0.6g •. 
Heat Capacity of Calorimetar 
Liquid Le:vel 155.9 Above 
Bottom of Dewar 
n va:p. before React. 0 .4g. 
iNH3 vaP• in Reaction l.Og. Heat Capacity 22.'7cal/d.eg. 
NH3 Remaining 126. 9g. 
HeatCa;p. of NH3 at -33.00 1.066 cal.;g./deg. 
Total Heat Capacity 
NH3 134.8 
Calorimuter 22.7 
Gls,ss 1.0 HeatCa;p_. of NK3 in Run 
134.8 ca1./deg. Sample 0.5 
Total 159.0cal/deg. 
Heat 0:f Temperature Rise, qt :::159.0 X -0.390= -62.0 cal. 
B. Heat ofReaction Reflected in Vaporized A.mmonia,qv 
Pressure of Ammonia Collected 
Weight of Ammonia Collected 
Line Pressure Change Correction 
Heat of Vaporization of N1I3 at -33.0° 
Heat of Vaporization in Reaction, qy 
c. Total Heat of Reaction 
ll. Molar Reat of Solution, A lh 
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EtPEI?!f!EJIT 1 
Bx=l218.0;n.= -33.0/0C Tx= 3011/N. 
8A =/209.7pv. v,; = +0.008~,,/J./Tf 
8A=J 2J6.(j~ll. }(;, = -QJQ77~v/rrtft' 
7 = + 4,/ 5~x !J@= +/3.1J;v=-Q390Je~. 




A. Heat of Reaction Reflected in Temperature Rise, qt 
Ga:::: 1202.6 uv. e:x: :;,1192.2 uv. = -32.2,50 
Va = 0.0293 uv./min. i'J:~: -2.89 uv. 
8r=ll95.3 uv. TO= -8.97 U.v. 
Vr=-0.0896 uv./min. T'= -11.9 uv.:::: 0.336 deg. 
t::x: =-25 min. 
6B 
Heat Capacity of Ammonia 
NH3 Introduced 129.2g. 
'' in Line D. 6g. 
Heat Capacity of Calorimeter 
Liquid Level 156.6 mm. 
above bottom of dewar. 
" Vap. befoe.r React. 0.4g. 
iNH3 "lll:P• in Reaction 0.3g •. 
NH3 Remaining 127.9& 
HeatCa:p. of EH3 at -33.30 
1.064 cal./g./deg. 
HeatCa:p. of NH3 in Run 
136.1 cal./deg. 
Heat Capa~ity 22.8 eal./deg. 





Total 159.6 eal./deg. 
Heat of Temperature Rise, qt=l59.6 X -0.336= 53.7 cal. 
B. Heat of Reaction Reflected in Vaporized Ammonia.qv 
:Pressure of Ammonia Collected 
Weight of .Ammonia Collected 
Line :Pressure Change Correction Factor 
Heat of Vaporization of NH3 at -32.30 
Heat of Vaporization in Reaetion,gv 
C. Total Heat of Reaction 




326.3 cal./ g. 
176.9 cal. 
230.6 cal 
AJ4=Total Heat/ m. Caiz=-230.6 {(0.998/293.9)=-67.500 cal. 
E. 'Dilution, d 













E XPER!/'lEif/T 7 
Bx~//98. ~"= -3243 J; = 201-1/IY. 
eq =I 2 I 2. 6jlu ~ = -0. 0/!Jl ~Y//¥/N 
e.rr =!20l5;uv. Yn ==+a o/33/'~/tY 
_ 7 = -/. 3S;<v. LJ (jJJ ;:; -6. 6f;uv. 335+0./67/eg-_ 
7/nr 




TABLE VI B 
EXPERIMENT 6 
O.ALCULATION 
e A. }(eat of Reaction Reflected in Temperature Ris.e~.qt 
ea = 1203.9 uv. 
Va = 0.011 uv./min • 
er ::::: 1202.8 uv. 
Vr = 0.034 uv./min. 
tx ::: 63 min. 
ex: 1200.9 uv.= -32.500 
. ~:: -4.53 uv. 
~TO= -1.60 uv. 
GT' = -6.13 uv. ::. 0.173 deg. 
7B 
Heat Capacity of Ammonia 
NH3 Introduced 128.4g. 
n in Line 0.'1~ 
Heat Capa~ity of Calorimeter 
Liquid Leval 155.6 mm. 
" va;p. before React. 0.2g. 
above bottom of dewar. 
iNH3 va;p. in Reaction 0.5g. 
NR3 Remaining . 127 .Og. 
HeatCap. of NH3 at -32.50 
1.065 cal./g./deg. 
·Heat ca;p. 22.6 cal/deg. 
Total Heat Capacity 






Total 158.8 eal./deg •. 
He-at of Tem;peratuer Rise, qt-=158 .8 X 0.173 = 27.4 cal. 
E. Heat of Reaction Reflected in Vaporized .Ammonia, qv 
Pressure of Ammonia Collected ' 
Weight of Ammonia Collected 
Line Pressure Cha:nge Correction Factor 
Heat of Vaporization of ~n3 at -32.5° 
Heat of Vaporization illn Reaction, qy 
c. Total Heat of Reation 







AHs :.Total Heat/.m. Cai2 = 401.2 X (293.9/1.782)= -66,000 cal. 
E. Dilution, d 
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18x=/?00.9f<~ =-32.50 1;=()3/Y/H. 
Ba =I 2 0 3. 9 ;-c-v. Yo. =+ o. o II/(~'# 
eh=/2028/<Vo x=+o. 031-~Y/'P..-
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TABLE VII E 
EXP::EITUMENT 7 
CALCULATIONS 
e A.. Heat o:f Reaction Reflected ih Temperature Rise, qt 
ea ::::.1212.60 uv. 
Va.:: -0 .0182 uv ./min. 
er.:. 1207.45 uv. 
Vr: 0.0132 uv./min. 
tx:. .20 min. 
ex= 1198.40 uv.: -32.43 deg. 
~ = -1.35 uv. 
liTO -5.23 uv. 
AT' -6.58 uv.::. 0.187 deg. 
8E 
Heat 6apacity o:f Ammonia 
Nrti3 intvoduced 128.9g. 
n in Line 0.6g. 
Heat Capacity o:f Calorimeter 
Liquid level 156.2 mm. above 
botto.rn o:f dewar. 
Jr va:p. be:fore reaet. 1.7g.4 
tN.E:3 va:p. in reaction 0.3g. 
NH3 Remaining 126.2g. 
ReatCa:p. o:f HR3 at -32.50 
1.065 cal./g./deg. 
Heat Ca:p. o:f NR3 in Run 
134.5 cal./deg. 
Heat Ca:paei ty = 22.8 cal./deg. 





Total 158.0 cal./deg. 
Heat o:f Tem;pera.tur Rise, qt :.158 .o XO .187::: 29.5 cal. 
B. lfeat o:f Reaction Reflected in Va;porized .Ammonia,qv 
Presaure o:f Ammomia Collected 
Weight o:f Ammonia Collected 
Line Pressure Change Correction Factor 
Heat o:f Vaporization o:f NH3 at -32.40 
Heat of Vaporization in Reaction, qv 
c. Total Heat o:f Reaction 







AHs::::. Total Heat/m.Cai2 =-196.7/0.003134 = -62,800 cal. 
E. Diltuion, d 
d~~l26.2/1~03)/0.00313 = 2380 moles NH3/mole Cai2 
T.ABLE VIII B 
EXPERIMENT 8 
C.ALCDL.A.TIONS 
A. Heat of Reaction Reflected in Temperature Rise qt 
ea = 1209.55 uv. 
Va ~ 0.0136 uv./min. 
er = 1206.55 uv. 
Vr::::: 0.0375 uv./min. 
tx == 16 min. 
ex = 1204.60 uv.:::: -32.62 deg. 
~== -0.85uv. 
11 To= -3.60 uv. 
AT'.::: -4.45 uv.:::: 0.126 dgg. 
9B 
Heat Capacity of Ammonia 
NH3 Introduced l30.9g. 
" in Line 0.6g. 
Heat Capacity of Calorimeter 
Liquid Level 159.0 mm. above 
bottom of dewar. 
n Vall. before react. 0. 3g. · 
tNH3 va;p.in reaction O.lg. 
•·NH3 Remaining · 129. 9g. 
Heat ca;p. of NH3 at -32.60 1.065 cal/g./deg. 
Heat Ca:p. of N1I3 in Run 
138.3 ea.l/deg. 
Heat Ce.J>acity= 23.4 cal./deg. 





Total 162.4 eal./deg. 
Heat of Temperature Rise.qt =l62.4XO.l26:::: 20.5 cal. 
B. Heat of Reaction Reflected in Vaporized .Ammonia, qy 
Eressure of Ammonia Collected 
Weight of Ammonia Collected 
Correction for Line Pressure Ghan#e of 
Heat of Vaporization of NH 3 at -32.60 
Heat of Vaporization in Reaction qv 
C. Total Heat of Reaction 








AH8 '::CTotal Heat/ m. Cai2=113.9/0.00179-= -63,500 cal. 
E. :Dilution, d 
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TABLE IX B 
EXPERIMENT 9 
CALCULATIONS 
- .A. Heat of Reaction Reflected in Temperature Rise, 9.t 
ea = 1202.5 uv. 
Va == 0.0166 uv ./min. 
er = 1200.9 uv 
Vr = 0.0111 uv./min. 
tx = 8 min. 
ex= 1198.0 uv. = -32.45 deg. 
IJ = 0.01 uv. 
ATO := -1.10 uv. 
AT'= -1.09 uv. =- 0.0310 deg 
lOB 
Heat Ca~aeity of Ammonia Heat Ca~acity of Calorimeter 
NH3 Introduced 11%7 g. Liquid Level 145.0 mm. above 
" in line 0.6g. bottom of dewar. 
n va~. before Reaet. O.Og. 
iNH3 va~. in reaction 0.2g. Heat Ca~acity = 20.2 cal./de • 
NH3 Remaining l17.0g. 
Heat Ca~. ofNff3 at -32.50 
1.065 cal./g./deg. 
Heat Ca~. of NB:3 in Run 
124.6 ca1./deg. 





Total 145.5 cal./deg. 
Heat of Tem~eratureR1.se,qt=l45.5X0.0310 = 4.5 cal. 
B.Heat of Reaction Reflected in Va~orized .Ammonia,qv 
Pressure of .Ammenia Coilileeted 
Weight og Ammonia Collected 
Correction for Line .Pressure Change of 
Heat of Va~orization of BR3 at -32.50 
Heat of Vaporization in Reaction,~v 
c. Total Heat of Reaction 







AHs:: Total Heat/ m. Cai2 =-l00.7/0.00160 = -63,300 cal. 
E. nilution, d 
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Bx=/Jg8.~><;=-32.4SoC ?;== {j/'11# 
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8/t=/200.9/'v. V.tr =+QOJJ/ ;wht!N 
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TABLE X B 
EXPERIMENT 10 
CALCULATIONS 
A. Heat of Reaction Reflected. in Temperature Rise, qt 
ea '::: 1205.7 uv. 
Va = 0.0200 uv./min. 
9r :::::1 1203.7 uv. 
Vr ':::' 0.0267 UJr. /min. 
tx = 15 min. 
ex;:::::; 1200.2 uv. = -32.50 deg 
If = -0 • 7 54 u v. 
l.lTO -2.90 uv. 
A T~:-3.65 uv. = 0.104 d.eg 
llB 
Heat Ca~acity of Ammonia Heat Ca~acity of Calorimeter 
NH3 IntDod.uced 122.0g. 
" in Line 0.6g. Liquid Level 149.5 mm. above 
rr VaiJ.before react. o.og. bottom of dewar. 
iNH3 vaiJ. in reaction 0.2g. 
NI£3 Remaining 1210.-ng. Heat Ca~acity= 21.2 cs~./deg. 
Heat CaiJ. of NH3 at -32.50 
1.061 cal./g;/deg/ 
Heat Ca~. ~f NH3 in Run 
129.1 cal/deg. 





Total 151.0 cal./deg. 
Heat of Tem:per&tur~ Rise, qt=l51.0 X 0.104 = 15.7 cal. 
B, 'Heat of Reaction Reflected. in Vaporized. Anunonia, qy 
:Pressure of .Ammonia Collected 
Weight of Ammonia Collected 
Correction for 1.8mm. ineerase in Line P. 
Heat of Vaporization of NR 3 at -32.50 
Heat of Va:porizatism in Reaction, qy 
0. Total Heat of Reaction 
]). Molar Heat of Solution, A H8 
~R8 = 133.6/0.00215 -





118 .o ca.l 
133.6 cal 
-62,200 cal. 
d. ::.(12.1.2/17.03)/0.00215 = 3310 moles NH3/ mole Cai2 
• 
~d~ :::±: 
~r ;; :!~ .:¢. ;rtt 
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Tll.BLE XI B 
EXPERIMENT 11 
C.ALCDLATIONS 
A. Heat ;pf Reation Reflected in Temperature Rise, qt 
ea = 1215 .. 3 uv. 
Va = ~0.015 uv./min/ 
9r :: 1213.6 uv. 
Vr ~ 0.,004 uv./min. 
tx = 20 min .. 
ex = 1212.0 uv. = -32.81 deg. 
~ = - 0.40 uv. 
6T0=.., 1.60 uv. 
AT'= ... 2.00 uv. ~ 0.057 deg. 
12B 
Heat Ca~aeity of Ammonia Heat Ca~acity of Calorimmtr 
NH~ introduced 130.2g. 
" D in line· 0.6g. 
" va;p. before react. o.og. 
iNH3 va;p. in reaction 0.2g. 
NR3 Remanining 129 .4g. 
Heat Oa;p. of NR3 at -32.8o 1066 cal./g./deg. 
Rea t" Cap • of J:ilR 3 in Run 
137.9 cal.,/deg/ 
Liquid Level 159.8 mm. ab0ve 
bottom of dewar. 
Heat Ca;paeity-= 23.1 eal./cleg. 
Tota.l Heat Oa~aci ty 
Nli3 137 .. 9 
Calorimeter 23.4 
Sam];llB 0. 2 
Glass 0.5 
Total 162.0 eal./dege; 
Heat of Temperature Rise, qt:l62.0 X 0.057 = 9.37 cal. 
B. Heat of Reaction Refleete.d in Vaporized. Ammonia, qy 
:Pressure ef . Ammonie. Collected 
Weight of ~onia Collected 
Corredtien for 2.4 mm. increase in Line 
Heat of Va;pvriaation of NH 3 at -32.80 
Heat of Vaporization in Reaction, qv 
C. Total Reat of Reaction 
D. Molar Heat of Solution, dHg 
ARs:: 99.9/ 0.00159 = 
E. Diluti€1n, d 
44.70 rnm. 
0.2'75 g. 
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TABLE XLI B 
EXPERIMENT 12 
CALCULATIONS 
A. Reat pf Reaction Ref'lected in Temperature Rise, qt 
ea -:::: 1199.8 uv. 
Va ~ 0.0173 uv./min. 
er :::;- 1199.1 uv. 
Vr ~ 0.0280 uv./min. 
tx == 16'min 
Heat Capacity of Ammonia 
ex.-=-1197 .9 uv. '= -32.47 deg. 
~ = -0.91 uv. 
AT0.= -1.40 uv. 
AT'= -2.31 u:v. = 0.0659 deg. 
Heat Capacity of' Calorimeter 
13:8 
NH~ Introduced 121.7g. 
tt v in line 0.6g. 
Liquid Level 150.3 mm above 
bottom of' dewar. 
" vap. before react. 0~0~. 
iNH3 vsp. in reaction O.lg. 
NH3 Remaining 12l.Og. 
Heat 
Heat 
cap. of' NH3 at -32.50 1.065 cal./g./deg. 
Cap. G>f NH3 in R1m 
128.8 cal./ <lg .• 
Heat Capacity= 21.2 cal./deg 
Total Heat Capaei ty 
NH 1288 C~orimeter 21.2 
Sample 0.1 
Glass 0.5 
Total !50.6 eal./deg. 
Heat of Temperature Rise, qt.=l50.6X0.0659== 9.9 eal 
B. Heat of Reaction Ref'leeted in Vaporized Ammonia,qy 
Pressure of Amm0nia Collected 
Weight of AmmGnia Collected 
Line Pressure Change Correction 
Heat of Waporization of NH3 at -32~5 
Heat of Vaporization in Reaction, qy 
c. Total Heat of Reaction 
D. Molar Heat of Solution, ~lis 
AH 8 = 40.7/ o.ooo653 -
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TABLE XIII J3 
EXPERIMENT .A 
CaBr2 Precj:pitation 
A. Heat o~ Reaction Reflected in Tem~erature Rise,qt 
a a ~ 1212.1 uv. 9x= 1204.75 uv. = ~32.59 
Va = 0.000 uv./min. ':1 -1.94 uv. 
Gr ::: 1206.3 uv. ATO: -6.60 uv. 
Vr :: 0.075 uv./min. 
deg. 
t:x: = 21 min. AT':. -8.54 uv. ::: 0.244 deg. 
1413 
Heat Ca~acity of Ammonia Heat Ca:pacity of CaloDimetEr 
NH3 Introduced 134.2g. 
n in Line 0.6g. 
n va:p. before react. 0.9g. 
!NH3 va:p. in reaction. o.og. 
NR3 Remaining 132.7g. 
Heat 
Heat 
Liquid Level 167 .lmm. above 
botoom of dewar. 
Heat Ca:paeity = 25.2 eal~/deg. 






Ca~. of Nff 3 at -32.60 1.065 cal./g./deg. 
Cap. of NH3 in Run 141.3 cal./deg/ 
of Temperature Rise 41.4 eal. l69.9cal./deg. 
E. Heat of Reaction Reflected in Va:porized Ammonia, qv 
PressUYe of Ammonia Collected 4.20 mm. 
Weight of .Ammonia C0lleeted 0.0257 g. 
Correction for 6.4mm, increase in Line P. 0.0055 g. 
Heat of Vaporization of l~~ at -32.60 
Heat of Vaporization in Reacti6nt qv 
C. Total Heat of Reaction 
TI. Molar Heat of Ca:Br2·8NH 3 Precipitation 
Ai~: 51.6/0.00'738::::; 






Gai2 So~ution ' d = 1080 molBs NH3/ mole Cai2 
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TABLE XIV B 
NR4Br EXPERIMENT 
- A. Heat of Reaction Reflected in Tem;perature Rise, q_t 
Eta ~ 1223.7 uv. 
Va '::1 0.0000 uv./min. 
er = 1217 • 8 u v. 
Vr = 0.0250 uv./min. 
tx = 2.0 min 
ex-:::: 1210.8 uv. = -32.780 
~::: -1.08 UVa . 
.A.To:: -6.20 UV • 
AT'.: -7.28 uv. = 0.207 deg. 
15B 
Heat Ca;pacity of Ammonia 
NR3 Int1roduced 129.0g. 
" in line o.6g. 
Hwat Ca;paei ty of Calorimeter 
Liquid Level 159.7mm. above 
bottom of dewar. 
n va:p. before reaet. 3.0g. 
!NH 3 va:p. in reaction 0.6g. NH 3 Remaining 124.8g. 
Hes,t Ca:pacity::; 22.3 eal./deg. 
Total Heat Capacity 
Heat 
Heat 
Ca;p. of NHz at -32.80 
1.066 eal./g./deg 






Total 156.7 eal./deg. 
Heat of Temperature Ris:e qt:::. 156.4X 0.207 = 32.4 cal. 
B. Heat of Reaction Reflected in Vaporized Ammonia,qv 
Pressure of Ammonia Collected 192.85 mm.. 
Weight o~ Ammonia Collected 1.189 g. 
Correction for 1.9mm. increase in Line :P. 0.002 g. 
Heat of lfaporization of NH3 at -32.8 
Heat of Va:porization in Reaction, qv 
c. Total Heat of Reaction 
D. Molar Heat of Solution of NH4:Br, .AR5 
A H8 ::.421.6/0.0452: 
• E. I>ilutien, d.. 
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An extension of the thermoc~emical study of the nature 
of dilute solutions of calcium in liquid ~·ammonia initiated in 
this laboratory was made in this study. 
Calorimetric measurement of the heat of solut·ion of 
calcium iodide, which had been prepared a deammo~iation of the 
calcium iodide ammoniate, yielded a value of +63.5 kcal,/mole 
at infinite dilution.~single measurement of·the heat of ~re­
cipitation of CaBrz•8NH3 When combined with other thermochemical 
data gave a heat of solution of calcium bromide of +64.1 kcal./ 
mole. 7'Tli1s'i, ~:i:sc- evidently in error since in numerous cases it 
has been shown that in li~uid ammonia and water the heat of 
solution of the iodide is greater than the heat of. solution of 
the bromide for a common metat. 
Using the heats of solution measured here and others from 
the literature heats of solvation were calculated for calcium 
metal,calcium bromide, calcium iodide, alkali metals ~Li,Natana 
K).alkali bromides, ana alkali iodides. By combining these heats 
of solvation the heat effects for the following reactions invol-




iU-(g)-~~-(g) ---7 2I-(am)- 2e-(am) 4H 
. 2Br- (g) -2e- (g) ----;)- 2Br- (am) -2e- (am) b.H 




Cemparison 6~ the above heat effect with those for the 
2D 
the same reacti6ns derived from the widely studied alkali 
metals and their halides showed good agreement for the comparis< n 
involving A, and :poor agreement f'or·the comparison with B or c. 
Further study of these comparisons indicated errors in heats 
of solutto~of calcium bromide and some of tne alkali halides 
(Lii,LiBr, and KBr) which when taken into account improved the 
comparison with B. 
Since the above comparisons were made on the as·sumption 
that ealeium in liquid ammonia (in the metal and halide solutio:r e) 
was doubly charged the agreement found above was interpreted 
-r+ 
as ·evidence for the exi:s.tance of calcium as Ca in dilute 
solutiilns of liquid ammonia. 
